Notes

Except where otherwise indicated ‘Conventions’ refers to the Geneva Conventions and ‘Protocols’ to the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions.

Locators are usually paragraph numbers. On occasion, where there are no relevant paragraph numbers, emboldened page numbers are used, sorted to the beginning of the list.

Abbreviations used in the index

AP I [Additional Protocol relating to international armed conflicts [1977]]
AP II [Additional Protocol relating to non-international armed conflicts [1977]]
AP III [Additional Protocol III relating to the adoption of an additional distinctive emblem (2005)]
CAT [Convention against Torture [1984]]
Chicago Convention [Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation [1944]]
CRPD [Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities [2006]]
ECHR [European Convention on Human Rights [1950]]
Emblem Regulations [Regulations concerning identification as amended 30 November 1993 (AP I, Annex II)]
Fundamental Principles [Fundamental Principles of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, incorporated in the preamble of the ICRC Statute]
GC [Geneva Convention]
HC V [1907] [Hague Convention V [Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers] [1907]]
HC X [1907] [Hague Convention on the Laws and Customs of War on Land]
HR [Hague Regulations [1907]]
HRC [UN Human Rights Committee]
ICANN [Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers]
ICC [International Criminal Court/ICC Statute]
ICRC [International Committee of the Red Cross]
ICRC Statutes [Statutes of the Movement/ICRC Statutes]
ICTR [International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda/ICTR Statute]
ICTY [International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia/ICTY Statute]
IHFFC [International Humanitarian Fact-Finding Commission]
IHL [international humanitarian law]
ILC [ILC Articles on State Responsibility [2001]]
The Movement [International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement]
National Societies [National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies]
R2P [responsibility to protect]
SCSL [Special Court for Sierra Leone/SCSL Statute]

1 This index was prepared by Cambridge University Press.
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abandonment of the wounded and sick to the enemy, obligation to leave personnel and material to assist in their care (GC I Art. 12(5)), 1438–1442
absence of practice/desuetude, 1442
applicability to one's own wounded and sick, 1439
obligation of abandoning Party to contribute to medical care by the other Party, 1439
GC I Art. 28(1) and (3) [detained personnel] compared, 1441
abduction: see hostage-taking, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(b)]
accession to the Conventions (GC I Art. 60), 3145, 3202–3227
entry into force of Convention[s] [GC I Art. 58] and, 3185, 3186, 3189, 3214: see also entry into force [GC I Art. 58]
accessions notified before or after beginning of hostilities/occupation [GC I Art. 62]
‘from the date of its coming into force’, problems with/subsequent treaty practice, 3215
conformity with domestic law/violation of internal law, effect [VCLT 46(1)], 3213
as consent to be bound [VCLT 11], 3202, 3213, 3214
nature and effect of, 3213–3215
six months after receipt of notification, 3235
notification of accessions [GC I Art. 61]
communication by depositary [GC I Art. 61[2]], 3228, 3236–3239, 3310–3311
distinguishability of instruments of ratification, 3232–3234, 3245
‘notified in writing’, 3232
requirements [specification of treaty in question/clear expression of will to be bound/reservations made on signature], 3233
statehood, responsibility for determining [depository/States Parties], 3204–3212
accession of entities not recognized as States by depositary, 3208
depositary's impartiality obligation, 3206
notification of ‘accession’ of entities of uncertain status, 3209–3212
notifications by depositary of instruments of accession in case of doubt, 3206
statehood requirement, 3205
treaty succession and, 3156 n. 5, 3217–3226: see also treaty succession
Additional Protocols
preambles, 101
relationship with 1949 Conventions [AP I Art. 1(3), AP II Art. 1(1) and AP III Art. 1(2)], 3193
as relevant for the interpretation of Conventions, 35, 42–43
Note: most references to the Additional Protocols are indexed under the relevant subject headings.
adverse distinction: see non-discrimination/‘without adverse distinction’ obligation [common Art. 3], wounded and sick in international armed conflicts, protection and care [GC I Art. 12], obligation to care for [GC I Art. 12(2)], ‘without adverse distinction’ amnesty, obligation to provide [AP II Art. 6(5)], 850
amnesty as potential breach of grave breaches obligations [GC I Art. 49], 2846
Index

application of the Convention (common Art. 2, common Art. 3)
 armed conflict (international) (common Art. 2[1]): see armed conflict (international) (common
 Art. 2[1]), see also non-international armed conflict (common Art. 3)
as basis for applicability of AP I (AP I Art. 1[3]), 196
 overview, 192–196
 Party to conflict not a Party to the Conventions (common Art. 2[3]), 342–350
 abolition of si omnes clause, 344–346
 applicability as customary international law, 344, 350
 applicability of GC I Art. 62 (‘immediate effect’ of ratifications/accessions), 3248
 delay in ratification by newly-created State, 342
 ‘if the [non-party] accepts and applies the Conventions’/de facto approach, 344,
 347–350
 multinational operations and, 346
 ‘Parties thereto shall remain bound by it in their mutual relations’, 344
 in peacetime (common Art. 2[1]), 127–129, 145, 185, 199–200
 dissemination of the Convention (GC I Art. 47), 2764–2766
 obligations continuing after termination of armed conflict, 201 n. 14
 preparatory steps, 185, 199, 200
 armed conflict (international) (common Art. 2[1]), 201–284
 armed conflict, international, constitutive elements, 217–244
 1958 Commentary on GC IV (Pictet), 218, 222, 236
 absence of definition in common Art. 2[1], 217
 ‘an armed conflict exists whenever there is a resort to armed force between States’ (Tadić),
 218
 ‘between two or more of the High Contracting Parties [States]’, 220–235: see also
 government, effectiveness as determining criterion for classification as, statehood,
criteria
 armed forces in another State providing support to a non-State armed group, 264
 intervention by foreign State in ongoing non-international conflict, 264
 involvement of armed forces, relevance, 222, 225
 limitation to States, 221
 maritime law enforcement operations, 227
 naval or air blockade as, 223
 non-international armed conflicts distinguished, 231, 393
 State control over a non-State armed group in third country, 265–273
 State representation/status of government considerations, 232–235
 status as ‘State’, relevance, 231
 unilateral use of force, 223
 use of armed force against territory/civilians/civilian objects, 224
 use of non-military State agencies, 226–230
 use of organs/agents of State other than private persons, 229
 consent to extraterritorial intervention, effect on classification as international armed
 conflict, 257–264: see also extraterritorial intervention
 cyber operations as potential trigger for international armed conflict, 253–256: see also cyber
 operations as potential trigger for armed conflict
 intensity of armed confrontation, relevance, 236–244
 application of IHL to opening phase of hostilities and, 240
 exclusion of situations resulting from mistake or ultra vires acts, 241
 isolated or sporadic inter-State use of armed force, 242–243
 protection reasons for avoiding specific level of violence link, 239
 State practice, 238
 armed conflict as objective, fact-based concept, 211
 occupation resulting from hostilities or declared war as, 210, 300
 as replacement for ‘declared war’, 193, 209
 declared war, 203–209
Index

end of armed conflict/war, 274–284
  continuing applicability of IHL following end of armed conflict [GC I Art. 5, GC III Art. 5(1)], GC IV Art. 6(4) and AP I Art. 3(b)], 284
  factual situation as determining factor, 276, 282–283
  ‘general close of military operations’, 277–281
  peace agreements: see peace agreements
  relevance to applicability of
diplomatic relations constraints, 205
law of neutrality, 205
prize law, 205

armed conflict (non-international), see non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3)

‘armed forces’ [common Art. 3], 529–534
  applicability to both State and non-State armed forces, 530
  non-State ‘armed forces’, 534
  forces under command structure and with the capacity to sustain military operations, 534
State armed forces, 532–533

‘armed forces’ [GC I Art. 13], 1452, 1971

armistice/suspension of fire or hostilities/cessation of hostilities, distinguishability/absence of
definition, 1516

ashes, treatment of (GC I Art. 17(3)), 1697, 1710–1712: see also dead, prescriptions regarding [GC I Art. 17], ashes, treatment of [GC I Art. 17(3)]

auxiliary personnel: see identification of auxiliary personnel [GC I Art. 41]; medical and religious personnel (auxiliary personnel: prisoner-of-war status consequent on falling into enemy hands) [GC I Art. 29]; medical and religious personnel [auxiliary personnel: protection] [GC I Art. 25]

belligerent occupation (Common Art. 2[1]): see occupation [with particular reference to common
Art. 2[2] (occupation meeting with no armed resistance)]

belligerent reprisals, prohibition [GC I Art. 46]
  as absolute obligation/non-derogability, 2744–2747
  termination or suspension of IHL treaties for material breach, exclusion [VCLT Art. 60(5)], 188, 562, 2747
  compliance/effect of provision, 2748
  definition/circumstances justifying, 904, 2729–2733
  circumstances precluding wrongfulness, 2731
  military necessity, exclusion, 2744
  respect for Convention ‘in all circumstances’, 189–190, 562
  as violation of principle prohibiting collective punishment/punishment for the act of
another, 2738
  in international conflicts, 2729–2748
  in non-international armed conflicts, 175, 188–189, 904–907

buildings and equipment protected from attack, destruction or appropriation, 2743
deal [GC I Art. 15], 2742

loss of entitlement/acts harmful to the enemy, 2742 n. 32, 2743 n. 33
medical and religious personnel (auxiliary) [GC I Art. 25], 2041, 2742
medical and religious personnel (permanent) [GC I Art. 24], 1990, 2742
medical and religious personnel (voluntary aid societies) [GC I Art. 26], 2084, 2742
medical personnel of aid societies of neutral countries [GC I Art. 27], 2742
medical transports [GC I Art. 35(1)], 2388
medical units and personnel [GC I Art. 19(1)], 1809
retained personnel [GC I Art. 28], 2175, 2742
‘wounded, the sick and personnel, buildings or equipment protected under [GC I]’, 2741
wounded and sick [GC I Art. 12], 1326
treaty provisions other than GC I Art. 46, 175, 189, 2740
biological experiments (GC I Art. 50/GC I Art. 12(2)), 2986–2997
as absolute prohibition regardless of consent, 1416, 2991–2992
Definition, 1414, 2991
material elements
as cumulative requirement, 2990
serious endangerment of physical or mental health or personal integrity, 1414–1417, 2993–2994
treatment not justified in person’s interests, 1414–1415, 2995–2996
mental element/mens rea, 2997
booty of war, right of: see also pillage, prohibition
definition and scope, 1496, 2334
excluded property
mobile medical units [GC I Art. 33(1)], 2329–2330
property of aid societies [GC I Art. 34(1)], 88, 2344–2347
prize distinguished, 2477
property which may be subject to
arms and means of transport [GC I Art. 30(3)], 2255
arms of ‘neutral’ personnel [GC I Art. 32(4)], 2313
materials and stores of fixed medical establishments [GC I Art. 33(2)], 2330, 2334–2337
medical aircraft [GC I Art. 36], 2477, 2478
military medical transports [GC I Art. 35], 2413
mobile medical units [GC I Art. 33(1)], 2333
Brussels Declaration (1874)
humane treatment, 551
militias and volunteer forces, 1453
neutral Powers, obligations, 913
occupation/blockade, 301 n. 158
wounded and sick, 1328
buildings and material of medical units and establishments [GC I Art. 33], 2325–2341: see also
property of aid societies [GC I Art. 34]
applicability during hostilities or occupation, 2325
definitions: see also medical units and personnel, respect and protection in international armed conflict [GC I Art. 19], fixed establishments and mobile medical units [GC I Art. 19(1)]
‘fixed’, 2327
‘mobile’, 2326
‘extensive appropriation’/‘extensive destruction’ as a grave breach [GC I Art. 50], 2341
fixed medical establishments [buildings, materials and stores] as booty of war [GC I Art. 33(2)], 2334–2337
intentional destruction of material and stores, prohibition [GC I Art. 33(3)], 2338–2340
mobile medical units and their material [GC I Art. 33(1)], 2328–2333
impartiality of care principle [GC I Art. 12(3)], 2331
mobile transports, distinguishability, 1782: see also medical transports, protection of [GC I Art. 35]
protection of personnel: see medical units and personnel, respect and protection in international armed conflict [GC I Art. 19]
reservation for the care of the wounded and sick, 2329–2330
burial or cremation [GC I Art. 17], 1643–1656
‘as far as circumstances permit’, 1649
availability of temporary conservation facilities, 1650
burden of proof, 1649
including non-military circumstances, 1649
public health grounds, 1649
‘burial’, 1646
burial as preferred option, reasons, 1647, 1675–1676
hiding violations of IHL, 1676
Index

identification problems, 1676
irreversibility, 1676
‘carried out individually’, 1648–1652
burial in a common grave as continuing practice, 1648
in case of cremation, 1648, 1652
common funeral distinguished, 1648
grouping of graves by nationality (GC I Art. 17(3)), importance case of collective burial, 1693
honourable interment obligation and, 1648
practical reasons for, 1648
requirements when circumstances do not permit, 1651
cremation (GC I Art. 17(2))
‘cremation’, 1646, 1675, 1681
‘shall not be cremated except’, 1677–1681
‘for motives [reasons] based on the religion of the deceased’, 1679
‘imperative reasons of hygiene’, 1678
‘in accordance with his express wish’, 1679
honourable interment (GC I Art. 17(3))
burial in accordance with the religion of the deceased, 1679, 1682, 1686
‘if possible’, 1686
partial compliance (‘as far as possible’), 1686
burial with items offensive to the deceased, prohibition, 1684, 1686
criminal responsibility for breach, 1685
examination of the body with care and respect, 1672
graves: see graves (GC I Art. 17(3))
individual burial or cremation and, 1648
intentional contamination, prohibition, 1684
as obligation (‘shall ensure’), 1683–1684
respect for ‘the body of the deceased, the burial site and the interment ceremony’, 1684
as obligation (‘shall ensure’), 1643, 1644, 1654
of Parties to the conflict, 1653
possibility of delegation, 1654
return of the dead to their families as preferred option, 1654
State practice, 1643
strict construction, 1650
uncertainty under the 1906 Convention/as 1929 addition, 1639, 1640, 1643
of the dead
applicability to all dead including Party’s own dead, 1655
‘dead of the adverse Party’ (GC I Art. 16(1)) distinguished, 1655
GC III Art. 120 (death of prisoners of war) compared, 1656
by Party to the conflict vs. family of deceased, 1644
by family as preferred option, 1645
ICRC as intermediary, 1644

chaplains: see medical and religious personnel
civil war: see non-international armed conflicts [common Art. 3]
civilian population’s role regarding the wounded and sick (GC I Art. 18), 1718–1762
appeal to the charity of the inhabitants (GC I Art. 18[1]), 1725–1741
addressees of appeal (‘inhabitants’), 1726–1729
collection and care, 1727, 1730–1732
‘care’, 1730
collection of the dead, exclusion, 1732
search as implied possibility, 1731
necessary protection and facilities, 1720, 1733–1737
‘facilities’, 1733
intentional attacks on personnel involved in a humanitarian mission as war crime [ICC 8(2)(b)(iii)], 1735 n. 28
Index

civilian population’s role regarding the wounded and sick (GC I Art. 18) (cont.)
‘protection’, 1734
protection against attack by one’s own forces, 1734
relief from customs and transport duties, 1733
obligation to take ‘all possible measures’ to search for, collect and care for wounded and sick
(GC I Arts. 12 and 15) and, 1719, 1725
‘under the direction’ of the military authorities, 1738–1741
voluntary response to appeal, 1726–1727
continued responsibilities of Occupying Power (GC I Art. 18(4)), 1762
‘no one may ever be molested or convicted for having nursed the wounded or sick’ (GC I Art.
18(3)), 1758–1761
spontaneous collection and care (GC I Art. 18(2)), 1720, 1742–1757
medical ethics/secrecy and obligation to report wounded or sick person to the authorities,
1754–1755
military authorities, relationship with, 1752–1755
relief societies
applicability to relief organizations present in the territory, 1745
exclusion of foreign or international organizations, 1745
respect for humanitarian principles including impartiality, medical ethics and
prioritization of needs, 1746
right to carry out activities in occupied or invaded territories, 1745
States’ obligation to protect armed forces from third parties and, 1743
‘such as national Red Cross . . . Societies’ (AP I Art. 17), 1744
respect for the wounded and sick
‘and in particular abstain from offering them violence’, 1720, 1743, 1756–1757
examples of civilian responsibility for war crimes/grave breaches, 1756–1757
as unique example of standard addressed to civilians, 1756
‘spontaneous’, 1749
follow-up attacks targeted at first responders, risks/precautions against, 1750
replacement by ‘even on their own initiative’ (AP I Art. 17), 1749
spontaneous humanitarian care extending beyond medical assistance, 1751
combat lifesavers, 2015, 2035
combatant immunity, 504, 531
command responsibility: see also individual criminal responsibility (international armed conflict)
AP I Arts. 86(2) and 87, 2820
custodial international law, 690, 2713
grave breaches/serious violations of humanitarian law committed on their orders, 2855
non-State armed groups, 690
common provisions
common Arts. 1–3 and ‘common’ Arts. 4–11 distinguished, 83–84, 113–117
execution of Convention (GC I Arts. 45–8) as, 91, 117: see also execution of Convention (GC I
Arts. 45–8)
final provisions (GC I Arts. 55–64) as, 92, 117: see also final provisions (GC I Arts. 55–64)
summary, 83–84, 113–117
conciliation (GC I Art. 11), 1259–1312: see also enquiry procedure (GC I Art. 52)
alternative approaches, 1271
as compliance mechanism, 1262
as means of ensuring respect for the Conventions, 1275
‘conciliation’, absence from Convention text (other than as marginal title), 1259
good offices (GC I Art. 11(1)) (initiation of conciliation procedure by Protecting Powers),
1274–1278
‘act in the interest of protected persons’ (GC I Art. 11) and ‘safeguard the interests of Parties
to the conflict’ (GC I Art. 8), compatibility, 1278
alternatives to conciliation procedure
ICRC or other impartial humanitarian organization, 1276
Index

1287
determination of ‘interests of the protected person’, 1275
discretion, 1274
right to act individually, 1273
right to initiate the procedure, 1282
good offices [GC I Art. 11(1)] [lending good offices], 1282–1286
classification as inappropriate or unfriendly act, exclusion, 1282
‘good offices’
  evolution of concept with particular reference to humanitarian issues, 1284
  examples of broader interpretation, 1284
  flexible approach, need for, 1285
  under international law/as basis of GC I Art. 11, 1283
  ICRC’s willingness to offer good offices, 1310–1311
  possibility of States other than Protecting Powers lending good offices, 1306
  ‘propose’ vs. ‘impose’ solutions, 1286
  as recognition of Protecting Powers’ right to initiate procedure, 1282
  use of good offices by actors other than Protecting Powers in international and
  non-international conflicts, 1309
  initiating a procedure (GC I Art. 11(1)), 1274–1278
  meeting of representatives of parties to the conflict (GC I Art. 11(2)), 1288–1304
  non-international armed conflicts, applicability to, 1264
  non-use of conciliation procedure, 1305–1312
  difficulty of diplomatic dialogue during armed conflict, significance, 1308
  diplomatic dialogue as alternative, 1312
  ineffectiveness of Protecting Powers system as cause, 1306
  possibility of substitutes for Protecting Powers initiating conciliation procedure, 1307
  object and purpose of the conciliation procedure, 1287
  procedure/conditions, 1261
  Protecting Powers’ central role, 1271
  reservation (Hungary), confirmation at ratification/withdrawal, 163
  special agreements and [GC I Art. 11(2)], 959, 1263, 1294
    concurrent international and non-international armed conflict, 474 n. 199, 477
    conditions exposing the wounded and sick to contagion or infection, prohibition on creation of
    [GC I Art. 12(2)], 1420
  conflicts not of an international character: see non-international armed conflicts [common
    Art. 3]
  corporal punishment, prohibition
    as cruel treatment, mutilation or torture [common Art. 3][1][a]], 595
    specific prohibition, 595
  countermeasures
    compliance with IHL, need for [ILC 50[1][c]], 191
    as means to enforce respect for the Convention, 181
    preclusion of wrongfulness and, 190
    reprisals distinguished, 191
  cremation of the dead: see burial or cremation [GC I Art. 17]
  criminal responsibility: see command responsibility; individual criminal responsibility
    [non-international armed conflict [common Art. 3]]; responsibility of non-State armed
    groups becoming new State/government [common Art. 3]; responsibilities of the
    Contracting Parties in respect of GC I Art. 50 grave breaches [GC I Art. 51]; State
    responsibility; State responsibility [non-international armed conflict [common Art. 3]]
  CRPD (2006), applicability [GC I Art. 12], 741 n. 690, 1344 n. 32
  cruel treatment [common Art. 3][1][a]], 612–623: see also inhuman treatment as a grave breach
    [GC I Art. 50]; torture [common Art. 3][1][a]/GC I Art. 50
    absolute obligation/no derogation allowed, 612, 614
    customary international law, 612
    definition, 615–623
Index

Cruel treatment (common Art. 3(1)(a)) (cont.)
‘cruel’ (common Art. 3) and ‘inhuman’ treatment (GC I Art. 50), interchangeability, 616–618, 704, 2982

Relevant factors/requirements
context of occurrence, 619
cumulative effect of acts not in themselves cruel, 619
duration/frequency, 619
long-term effects, 619
mental suffering, 622
Nature of act or omission, 619
personal circumstances of the victim including age, sex and health, 618, 619
serious physical, mental or moral effects on the victim, 619
severity of the harm, 619
torture/outrages to human dignity, 613–614, 671
Pain threshold compared, 628, 629–632
treaties and similar international instruments relating to, 588, 612, 614
as war crime (ICTY Art. 3, ICTR Art. 4(a)–(g), ICC Art. 8(2)(c) and SCSC Art. 3(a)–(g)), 881

Customary international humanitarian law: see also international humanitarian law [IHL]

Note: there are frequent references in the Commentary to ‘customary international law’ and occasionally to ‘customary law’. These are indexed under the relevant subject headings unless [as with the Martens Clause] they are clearly references to customary international humanitarian law.

Consent to activities of impartial humanitarian organizations, 834, 1174
continuity following conclusion of humanitarian treaties, 3296–3297
Geneva Conventions as, 44–45, 64
applicability of GC provisions to non-party, 344, 505
immunity from jurisdiction, 2874
international organizations and, 138–142, 511–512
Martens Clause (Legality of Nuclear Weapons), 3289, 3290–3298: see also Martens Clause non-refoulement, 709
as relevant for the interpretation of Conventions, 35, 44–45, 511–512

Cyber operations as potential trigger for armed conflict
international armed conflict, 253–256
non-international armed conflict, 436–437

Data protection
abuse of information transmitted to Power on which persons depend (GC I Art. 16(3)), 1596
Automatic Processing of Personal Data Convention (1981), 1596
Instruments governing
European Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (1981), 1551
UN Guidelines for the Regulation of Computerized Personal Data Files (1990), 1596
obligation of State Parties to ensure compliance of their legislation with GC I Art. 16, 1551, 1596

Dead, prescriptions regarding (GC I Art. 17), 1632–1717
ashes, treatment of (GC I Art. 17(3)), 1697, 1710–1712
as complementary to GC I Art. 16, 1632
Confirmation of death (GC I Art. 17(1)), 1657, 1659, 1660
Examination of the body (GC I Art. 17(1)), 1633, 1657–1674
‘if possible . . . a medical examination’, 1671–1673
‘if possible . . . a medical examination’, obligations in absence of, 1673
‘if possible . . . a medical examination’, options in case of impossibility, 1672–1673
as obligation ‘shall ensure’, 1657–1658, 1661
Index 1289

purpose of examination (confirmation of death, establishment of identity, preparation of a report), 1657, 1659–1669
purposes other than such as establishing date and time of death, 1668
timeliness, 1674
graves: see graves [GC I Art. 17(3)]
graves registration service: see graves registration service [GC I Art. 17(3)]
honourable interment: see burial or cremation [GC I Art. 17], honourable interment [GC I Art. 17(3)]
identification of the dead [GC I Art. 17(1)], 78
by entities other than State Parties, 896, 1661
items to remain with the body, 1619, 1666
methods, 1661
as obligation of conduct/due diligence/all feasible measures, 1664
in absence of medical examination, 1673
obligation of result alternative/State practice, 1664 n. 43
photographic evidence, unreliability, 1661
as purpose of the obligation to examine the body, 1657, 1659, 1661–1666
right of families to know fate of their relatives and, 1663
timeframe, 1665
reporting obligation [GC I Art. 17(1)]
benefits, 1667
content, 1657, 1659, 1667–1668
confirmation of death, 1667
identity of deceased, 1667
location of death, 1667
means of identification, 1667
place of death/location of grave, 1667
as purpose of examination of the body requirement, 1657, 1659
record of inability to determine identity, 1667
right of families to know fate of their relatives, 1635, 1645, 1663
summary of obligations, 1633
dead persons: see dead persons, forwarding of death certificates and personal items [GC I Art. 16(4)]; dead persons, obligation to search for and prevent despoliation [GC I common Art. 3, Art. 15(1)]; dead persons, obligations towards (general); dead, prescriptions regarding [GC I Art. 17]
dead persons, forwarding of death certificates and personal items [GC I Art. 16(4)], 1601–1631
death certificates, requirements, 1608–1611
death certificates as preferred option, 1613
model certificate [GC III Annex IV D], 1609–1610
death certificates or duly authenticated lists of the dead, 1603–1613
death lists, requirements, 1612–1613
obligation to record and transmit particulars [GC I Art. 16]: see also recording and forwarding of information [GC I Art. 16]
date and place of death, 1575–1576
personal items, collection and forwarding, 1614–1626
taking of personal items from dead person as pillage, 1615
personal items for collection/forwarding [GC I Art. 16(4)], 1617–1626
‘all articles of an intrinsic or sentimental value’, 1625
customary international humanitarian law, 1617
GC III Art. 122 compared, 1618
‘items found on the dead’, 1618
legal documents, importance, 1620
‘money . . . found on the dead’, 1624
object and purpose as guide to interpretation [VCLT 13(1)], 1618
‘one half of a double identity disk’, 1619, 1666
‘other documents of importance to the next of kin’, 1623
dead persons, forwarding of death certificates and personal items (GC I Art. 16(4))(cont.)
State practice/broad interpretation, 1617
unidentified articles, 1626
wills, 1620–1622
definition, 1621
format, relevance, 1621
multiple wills, 1622
dead persons, obligation to search for and prevent despoliation (GC I common Art. 3, Art. 15(1)), 1508–1512
arrangements for evacuation from besieged or encircled areas (GC I Art. 15(3)), 1521–1526
arrangements for the evacuation of from the battlefield (GC I Art. 15(2)), 1515
belligerent reprisals against, prohibition, 2742
‘collection’ as corollary, 1510
customary international law, non-international armed conflict, 760
‘despoliation’
by civilian population, 152
as pillage, 1512
‘respect’, 1521
examination of the body (GC I Art. 17(1)), 1671
mutlitation/degrading treatment of, 641, 668, 1512
as outrage on personal dignity, 611, 1512
pillage, 1615
as obligation of conduct/due diligence, 1509
permission for/facilitation of involvement of other actors including the ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, 1509
‘shall take all possible measures’, 1509
obligation to search for, prevent being despoiled and dispose of decently, 760
obligations to the wounded and sick compared, 1509
role of civilians, 1727, 1732
use of ambulances, 760
dead persons, obligations towards (general)
as beneficiaries of humanitarian services, 824, 1150
burial: see burial or cremation (GC I Art. 17)
cremation: see burial or cremation (GC I Art. 17)
‘dead’, definition, 1660
ICRC role, 641, 760, 824, 1150, 1478, 1543, 1617, 1644
international armed conflicts, 1508–1511
non-international armed conflicts, 760
preservation of dignity as underlying purpose, 1634
priority of wounded and sick, 760, 1509, 1515
special agreements
access to gravesites, protecting them, and facilitating the return of the remains of the deceased [AP I Art. 34(2)], 960
for the exchange or return of, 956
teams to search for, identify and recover the dead from battlefield areas [AP I Art. 33(4)], 960
death penalty (common Art. 3)
abolition of the death penalty/human rights treaties contrasted, 677
requirements/lawfulness
‘previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the [recognized] judicial guarantees’, 594, 677: see also fair trial (‘judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the [indispensable] judicial guarantees’) (common Art. 3(1)(d))
unlawful execution as breach of common Art. 3(1)(a) and common Art. 3(1)(d), 594
‘wilful killing’ (ICC Art. 8(2)(a)(i)) as war crime, 594 n. 352
restrictions, 577 n. 337, 677
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denunciation (GC I Art. 63), 3261–3301
continuity of customary international law/other IHL treaties following, 3262, 3269, 3282–3283, 3301
effect of denunciation (GC I Art. 63[4]), 3279–3301
legal effect of, 3266
non-international conflicts (common Art. 3), applicability to, 3301
notification of denunciation (Art. 63[2]), 3270–3275
notification of accessions (GC I Art. 61) compared, 3270
notification by depositary, 3272–3275, 3310–3311
to UN Secretariat (GC I Art. 64), 3275
notification to depositary, 3271
requirements, 3271
right of (GC I Art. 63[1]), 3266–3269
humanitarian treaties, exclusion, 3268
internal approval of ratification/accession procedures, 3267
termination or suspension for material breach (VCLT Art. 60[2]) distinguished, 3268
State practice/absence of examples, 3269, 3284
temporal effect (GC I Art. 63[3]), 3276–3278
determination of date of entry into effect, 3274
‘made at a time when the denouncing Power is involved in a conflict’, 3264–3265, 3278
one-year moratorium (GC I Art. 63[3]/VCLT Art. 56[2]), 3276
‘until peace has been concluded’/‘until the release and repatriation of protected persons is complete’, 3277
depositories (VCLT Arts. 76–80), 3117–3118
determination of date of entry of Convention into force, 3179, 3185
‘immediate effect’ (GC I Art. 62), 3252
determination of status as Party to the conflict (GC I Art. 62), 3250–3256
determination of status for purpose of accession to Conventions, 3205–3212: see also accession to the Conventions (GC I Art. 60)
erreta/rectification of the text [VCLT Art. 79], 3131
impartiality obligation [VCLT Art. 76[2]], 3205, 3207, 3250
notification of accessions (GC I Art. 61[2]), 3228, 3236–3239
notification of denunciations (GC I Art. 63[2]), 3270–3275
notification of successions, 3227
record and communication of ratifications, 3174–3177
registration of treaties, 3303, 3306
Switzerland as, 3117, 3144
testimonium and signatory clause, specification of task, 3318
treaty practice, 3117
destruction/appropriation of property (GC I Art. 50), 3005–3016
material elements, 3007–3016
cumulative nature, 3007
‘extensive’, 3014–3015
‘not justified by military necessity’, 3013
‘unlawfully destroyed or appropriated’, 3008–3012
mental element/mens rea ‘wanton’, 3016
‘protected property’ GC I Arts. 19, 20, 33, 34, 35 and 36, 3005
HR Arts. 23[6], 28, 46, 47 and 52–56/AP I Arts. 52–56, 3006
medical units and personnel (GC I Art. 50, ICC Art. 8[2][a][iv]), 1811
desuetude, concept and discussion whether a provision has fallen in, 51–52, 207, 1045, 1253, 1442, 2016, 2087, 2116
detention outside a criminal process: see internment in non-international armed conflicts
dignity: see outrages upon personal dignity, prohibition [common Art. 3[1][c]]
diplomatic protection, role of Protecting Powers compared, 1062–1063
Index

dissemination of the Convention [GC I Art. 47], 2749–2782

civil instruction programmes, 151, 199, 894–895, 2753–2757, 2777–2781
customary international law, 2758
dissemination of the text ‘as widely as possible in their respective countries’ implementation by
entities other than State Parties, ICRC, National Societies and the Movement, 2752
ICRC, 2762
National Committees on IHL, 2763
persons or groups other than State organs including National Societies, 2752, 2761
methods, 895–2770
non-international armed conflicts and, 894–895, 2769
AP II Art. 19 [dissemination], 894–895, 2758, 2769
obligation to respect/ensure respect for the Convention [common Art. 1] and, 151, 2759
‘so that the principles thereof may become known’, 2771–2772: see also translations of
Conventions, implementing laws and regulations [GC I Art. 48]
translation into the national language[s], 2768
‘in time of peace as in time of war’, 2754, 2764–2766
as legal obligation, implementation by, State organs [ILC 2, 4, 5 and 8], 2760
military instruction programmes, 21, 2773–2776
importance of knowledge of the doctrine, 2773–2776
integration of IHL study into all aspects of military activity, 2776, 2842
members of the armed forces as both administrators and beneficiaries of IHL, 2773
methods, 2774–2775
State practice, 2757, 2776
purpose/importance, 91, 1001, 2750, 2751, 2771
rights of individuals, need to include, 1001
targets ‘in particular’
armed forces, 146–147, 200, 894–895, 2719, 2753, 2754, 2758
authorities who in time of war assume responsibility for prisoners of war [GC III Art.
127(2)]/for protected persons [GC IV Art. 144(2)], 2758
‘civil instruction’/civilian population, 21, 151, 199, 894–895, 2753, 2777–2781
‘entire population’ [GC IV Art. 144(1)], 2758
medical and religious personnel, 2754, 2758
prisoner-of-war and internment camps, 21, 2758
translations: see translations of Conventions, implementing laws and regulations [GC I Art. 48]
treaty provisions other than the 1949 Conventions, 894–895, 2758, 2769
distinctive emblem: see distinctive emblem [GC I Art. 38] [emblem of the Convention];
distinctive emblem [GC I Art. 39] [use of the emblem]; distinctive emblem [including
Emblem Regulations] [protective/indicative use]; identification of auxiliary personnel
[GC I Art. 41]; identification of medical and religious personnel [GC I Art. 40];
marking of medical units and establishments [GC I Art. 42]; marking of medical units
of neutral countries [GC I Art. 43]; misuse of the emblem [GC I Art. 53]; misuse of the
emblem, measures for the prevention and repression of misuse [GC I Art. 54]
distinctive emblem [GC I Art. 38] [emblem of the Convention], 2527–2561
form and status [GC I Art. 38(1)], 2541–2545
equality of status [AP III Art. 2(1)], 2528, 2552–2554, 2561
‘medical service of the armed forces’ as primary user, 2539
red crescent/red lion and sun [GC I Art. 38(2)], 2528, 2547–2552, 2632 n. 7
red cross on a white ground [GC I Art. 38(1)], 2527
red crystal [AP III], 2530, 2536, 2558–2561
reservations/declarations, 893
distinctive emblem [GC I Art. 39] [use of the emblem]: see also medical aircraft, protection of
[GC I Art. 36], distinctive emblem/other markings and means of identification;
medical transports, protection of [GC I Art. 35], distinctive emblem, use of
display ‘on all equipment’, 2576–2577
display on flags and armlets, 2571–2575
‘employed by the medical service’
as identification away from the combat zone, 2574
as protective device, 2573
in a position where the enemy can identify them, 2571
national legislation, 2574, 2578
persons entitled to display, 2572
technical shortcomings of visual markings/additional means of identification (Emblem Regulations), 2575
use by National Societies, restrictions on, 2573 n. 12
improper use, prohibition, 774
improper use as act harmful to the enemy, 2389, 2635
improper use as war crime [ICC Art. 8(2)(b)(viii)], 1842, 1843, 2000, 2402, 3079
improper/perfidious use as grave breach, 1842, 2000, 2402, 3079
non-display, reasons/consequences, 2562–2579
use of camouflage, 1848, 2566, 2578, 2592
as protective device, 2562, 2565: see also distinctive emblem [including Emblem Regulations] [protective/indicative use]
as means of identification vs. conferment of status [Emblem Regulations], 2566, 2578, 2676
‘under the direction of the competent military authority’, 2563, 2569–2570
distinctive emblem (GC I Art. 44) [exceptions to restrictions on use]: see distinctive emblem [including Emblem Regulations] (protective/indicative use)
distinctive emblem (including Emblem Regulations) [protective/indicative use]
‘distinctive’, applicability to both uses, 2519, 2528 n. 5
Emblem Regulations
adoption (1965)/amendment (1991), 2664, 2671
application within framework of national laws, 2671
‘in accordance with the law’/‘within the framework of the Geneva Conventions’ (preamble), 2671
protective use, 2672
indicative marking of third-party ambulances and aid stations [GC I Art. 44(4)], 2690–2695
dedicated symbols alternative, 2695, 3092
examples of improper use, 2693
as ‘exceptional measure’, 2690
justification for strict limitations on use, 2694, 3067
Study on the Use of the Emblems [ICRC, 2011], 2693
‘indicative use’ (GC II Art. 44[2]/AP III Art. 3) [use of emblem by National Societies], 80, 2567, 2673–2684
form of emblem (Emblem Regulations), 2674, 2675, 2677–2679
guidelines and policies on interpretation of the rules, 2683–2684
‘in accordance with their national legislation’, 2680
as indication that a person or object has a connection with one of the organizations of the Movement, 2674
as secondary use, 2540, 2661
use for humanitarian work/non-GC I Art. 26 activities, 2539, 2556, 2573 n. 12, 2669–2670
‘which are in conformity with [ICRC Fundamental] principles’, 2681–2682
use by international organizations of the Movement [GC I Art. 44(3)] distinguished, 2673
use of the red crystal, 2561
as means of identification vs. conferment of status, 2403, 2540, 2564, 2585, 2661
‘protective use’ [GC I Art. 44(1)]
apPLICABILITY TO
emblems under GC I Art. 38(2), 2665
‘Red Cross’ and ‘Geneva Cross’ designations, 2665, 2666, 3074
red crystal [AP III], 2665
as ‘emblem of the Convention’, 2568
Index

distinctive emblem (including Emblem Regulations) (protective/indicative use) (cont.)
implementing legislation, variations, 2666
‘in time of peace or in time of war’, 2667
as outward sign/visible manifestation of protection, 2565, 2585, 2637, 2650, 2661
placement of the emblem on roofs of buildings [GC I Art. 44(2)], 2632
as primary use, 2568, 2664, 2665–2672
‘within the framework of the present paragraph’, 2668
use by the international Red Cross organizations [GC I Art. 44(3)], 2685–2689
as both indicative and protective device, 2687
drafting history [VCLT Art. 32]; see preparatory work/drafting history, relevance for interpretation [VCLT Art. 32]
due diligence/best efforts obligation/obligation of conduct
customary international humanitarian law, 165 n. 91
HRC General Comment No. 31 (The Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant), 150
‘Human rights due diligence policy on UN support to non-UN security forces’ [5 March 2013], 142, 181
identification of the dead [GC I Art. 17(1)], 1664
‘reasonable commander’ test, 751, 1485–1491
recording of information [GC I Art. 16], 1550
respect/ensure respect for Convention [common Art. 1], 142, 150, 165–166
wounded and sick, obligation to care for [common Art. 3(2)/GC I Art. 12(2)], 762, 1380, 1382, 1386
wounded and sick, obligation to collect [common Art. 3(2)/GC I Art. 15], 751, 1485–1491
wounded and sick, obligation to protect against pillage and ill-treatment, 1499
due process: see fair trial ‘[judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the indispensable judicial guarantees]’ [common Art. 3(1)(d)]
duration [common Article 2, common Article 3, GC I Art. 5], 941–949
formal end of conflict, relevance, 949
medical and religious personnel, 947
continuation of obligations after termination of conflict, 948
non-international armed conflict, 483–502
start of protection, 943

emblem: see distinctive emblem
enquiry procedure [GC I Art. 52], 3026–3064
application [GC I Art. 52(1)], 3037–3042
GC provisions limiting investigations to material scope of allegations distinguished, 3037, 3038
verification of facts and legal assessment, 3039, 3053
violations by persons acting on behalf of the State and by private persons, 3040
developments since 1949/assessment of provision, 3059–3064
absence of practice/desuetude, 52, 3059–3064
alternative possibilities for investigation of alleged abuses, 3028, 3062–3063
continuing applicability of GC I Art. 52 enquiry procedure post-AP I [AP I Art. 90], 3031
ICRC monitoring, 3030
position on participation in an enquiry, 3030
IHFFC Commission [AP I Art. 90], 3031, 3060: see also International Humanitarian Fact-Finding Commission [IHFFC] [AP I Art. 90]
role of international and national criminal tribunals, 3064
follow-up [GC I Art. 52(3)], 3053–3058
grave breaches [GC I Art. 49/[AP I Art. 85] obligations compared, 3029
as matter for Parties at national level, 3053
as obligation ‘[shall]’, 3054
‘put an end to’, 3056
Index

'repress', 3057
role of Protecting Powers compared, 3029
institution of the enquiry (GC I Art. 52(1)), 3043–3049
at request of a Party to the conflict, 3043, 3044
communication of request, 3049
as complicated and time-consuming process, 3060
‘in a manner to be decided between the interested Parties’, 3045
International Fact-Finding Commission (AP I Art. 90) compared, 3060
joint request, possibility of, 3046
obligatory nature ‘shall be instituted’, 3043
timing of request for an enquiry, 3042
as means of ensuring respect (common Art. 1)/monitoring compliance with common Art. 3, 147, 900
date of (21 October 1950), 3185
determination by depositary, 3179, 3185
overview, 3178–3180
ratifications/accessions notified before or after beginning of hostilities/occupation (GC I Art. 62) [‘immediate effect’], 3188, 3240–3260
applicability to Additional Protocols, 3242
applicability to non-international conflicts, 3243–3244
‘by the quickest method’, 3257–3260
‘immediate effect’, 3245–3249
‘Party to the conflict’ at the time of accession/ratification, depositary’s role in determining, 3250–3256
relevant factors, 3179
‘six months after the deposit of instrument of ratification’ for States depositing instruments of ratification after the initial two (GC I Art. 58[2]), 3185, 3186, 3189, 3214
accession notifications, applicability to, 3235
six months interval, reasons for, 3187
‘six months after not less than two instruments of ratification have been deposited’ (GC I Art. 58[1]), 3183–3185
treaty provision for (VCLT Art. 24[1]), 3183
evacuation of the wounded and sick: see also medical aircraft, protection of (GC I Art. 36);
medical transports, protection of (GC I Art. 35); search, collection and care of the wounded and sick (international armed conflicts) (GC I Art. 15); special agreements (GC I Art. 6); special agreements (non-international armed conflict) (common Art. 3[3]);
arrangements for the removal, exchange and transport of the wounded left on the battlefield (GC I Art. 15[2]), 1513–1520
‘a suspension of fire shall be arranged’, 1514–1515
applicability to the dead, 1515
armistice, 1513, 1516
clear communication to all affected by, need for, 1519
‘exchange’, 1520
arrangements for the removal and exchange of the wounded and sick from besieged or encircled areas (GC I Art. 15[3]), 1521–1526
applicability to the dead, 1521
‘besieged or encircled area’, 1524
clear communication to all affected by, need for, 1521
encouragement to conclude ‘whenever circumstances permit’, 1522
‘local arrangements’ (GC I Art. 15[2] and [3]); agreements with third parties including impartial humanitarian organizations, 1519, 1523
binding force, 1517
initiation or facilitation by impartial humanitarian societies, 1518
Index

 evacuation of the wounded and sick (cont.)
 ‘medical evacuation’ and ‘casualty evacuation’ distinguished, 2380, 2423
 obligation to permit rapid evacuation and transport to medical facilities [non-international armed conflict], 757
 arrest of person transporting wounded or sick person, 757
 balance of security measures against medical condition, 757
 obligation to allow humanitarian organizations to evacuate wounded and sick, 759
 as obligation complementary to obligation to collect and care for [common Art. 3], 757
 obligation to transport rapidly, 758
 obligations in case of retrieval of the wounded and sick being impossible, 1526
 execution of Convention [GC I Arts. 45–8], 2696–2808: see also dissemination of the Convention [GC I Art. 47]; translations of Conventions, implementing laws and regulations [GC I Art. 48]
as common provisions, 91, 117
 execution of the Convention [GC I Art. 45] (‘detailed execution of the preceding Articles’/provision for unseen cases), 2702–2728
 absence of similar provision in GC III and GC IV, 2715–2717
 ‘acting through its Commanders-in-Chief’, 2710–2714
 command responsibility/responsibility of commanders-in-chief for violations pursuant to their orders or failure to prevent/punish war crimes [GC I Art. 45], 2713
 ‘Commanders-in-Chief’, 2710
 delegation to civilian authorities, 2714
 reasons for assignment of responsibility to, 2711
 ultimate responsibility of the Parties to the conflict, 2707, 2712
 AP I Art. 80 [measures for execution], 2717
 application
 ‘[e]ach Party to the conflict’/limitation to armed conflict, 2708
 obligation of High Contracting Parties to take preparatory action prior to armed conflict, 2708
 dissemination obligation [GC I Art. 47] and, 2773–2776
 ‘execution of the preceding Articles’/all articles of the Convention prior to GC I Art. 45
 applicability to non-State Parties, 2709
 including common Art. 3 [non-international armed conflict], 2709
 ‘in conformity with the general principles of the … Convention’, 2726–2728
 obligation to ensure the detailed execution of the Convention, 2718–2720
 as task primarily of armed forces/military commanders, 2718
 preparatory work on military doctrine, need for ‘doctrine’, 2719
 examples of necessary implementing measures, 2720
 State responsibility/responsibility of the Parties to the conflict, 2707, 2712
 unforeseen cases, obligation to provide for, 2721–2725
 extermination [GC I Art. 12(2)] (prohibition of the extermination of the wounded and sick), 1405–1406
 definition/classification as
 absence of GC definition, 1405
 as crime against humanity, 1407
 genocide distinguished, 1407
 killings directed against groups of protected persons, 1406, 1407
 murder distinguished, 1406
 ordinary meaning [complete destruction or eradication], 1405
 treaties and similar international instruments relating to, 1405 n. 127, 1407
 as wilful killing/grave breach, 1408
 extraditon [GC I Art. 49(2)], 2878–2887
 competing extradition requests, absence of criteria, 2886
 double criminality, 2883
 extradition of own nationals, 2884
Index

'hand over' vs. 'extradite', reasons for choice, 2879
international tribunal, possibility of hand-over to, 2887
non-refoulement obligation, 2884
obligation to legislate for possibility, 2883–2884
political offence exception, 2883
prima facie case, need for/standard of proof, 2878, 2879, 2881–2882
as relief from obligation to submit case to appropriate authorities for decision on prosecution, 2880
State practice, 2885
extraterritorial intervention, 257–264
effect of consent on classification as international armed conflict, 259–264
intervention without consent, 259
non-international armed conflict, 473
non-State armed groups and: see also non-State armed groups
intervention against, 257, 259, 262
State control over a non-State armed group in third country, effect, 265–273
third-State support for, 264
fair trial: see fair trial ('judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the [indispensable] judicial guarantees') (common Art. 3(1)(d)); judicial guarantees (common Art. 3(1)(d)); judicial guarantees (GC I Art. 49(4)) ('safeguards of proper trial and defence')

fair trial ('judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the [indispensable] judicial guarantees') (common Art. 3(1)(d)), 674–695
'carry out executions'/death penalty, 677: see also death penalty (common Art. 3)
courts convened by non-State armed groups, 689–695
as alternative to summary justice/means of maintaining law and order, 689
command responsibility and, 690
as means of securing respect for IHL, 689
obliteration to ensure fair trial ('each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply' (common Art. 3(1))), 891
recognition of court/judgments, State party’s obligations, 695
as ‘regularly constituted court[s]’, 692–693
custodial international law, 674, 881
denial of as war crime, 881
detention by non-State armed groups, 694
‘independence and impartiality’, 678–682
judicial guarantees, 683–688
rights/obligations
individual criminal responsibility, 685
no forced self-incrimination/confession, 685
non bis in idem, 686
nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege/non-retroactivity, 685
obliteration to inform accused without delay of nature of offence charged, 685
presence at the trial, 685
presentation and examination of witnesses, 686
presumption of innocence, 685
public pronouncement of judgment, 686
right of appeal, 685
rights and means of defence, 685
trial without delay/within a reasonable time, 688
rights/obligations not included in AP II
non bis in idem, 687
presentation and examination of witnesses, 687
public pronouncement of judgment, 687
1298

Index

fair trial (common Art. 3(1)(d)) [cont.]

- reasons for exclusion, 687
- trial without delay/within a reasonable time, 688
- penal offences, limitation to, 676
- ‘regularly constituted court’, 678–682
- courts of non-State armed groups as, 692
- right to fair trial and immunity from trial distinguished, 675
- ‘sentence’, 676

Final Act (12 August 1949), as authentication of texts of Conventions, 3139

final provisions (GC I Arts. 55–64)

1929 Conventions compared, 3114

accession (GC I Art. 60): see also accession to the Conventions (GC I Art. 60)
certified copies, transmission to signatory and acceding States, 3321–3322
requirements, 3322
as common provisions, 92, 117, 3114
signature provisions exception, 3115
date of Conventions (12 August 1949), 3143
denunciation, 3261–3301: see also denunciation (GC I Art. 63)
depository (Switzerland), 3117–3118, 3144
errata/rectification of the text (VCLT Art. 79), 3131
entry into force (GC I Art. 58), 3178–3190: see also entry into force (GC I Art. 58)
general multilateral treaty practice compared, 3115–3116
languages: see languages of the Geneva Conventions (GC I Art. 55)
negotiation: see ratification (GC I Art. 57)
registration (GC I Art. 64), 3302–3316: see also registration (GC I Art. 64)
relation to previous conventions, 3191–3201: see also Geneva Conventions [1949] [general issues], as replacement for 1864, 1906 and 1929 Conventions (GC I Art. 59)
reservations: see reservations [VCLT Arts. 19–23]
signature: see signature of the Conventions (GC I Art. 56)
testimonium and signature clause, 3317–3322

Flights of medical aircraft over neutral territory (GC I Art. 37), 2479–2518: see also medical aircraft, protection of (GC I Art. 36), flights over enemy or enemy-occupied territory, prohibition (GC I Art. 36(3))

- ‘airspace’, 2493
- conditions (GC I Art. 37[1]), 2491–2507
- conditions or restrictions, equal applicability (GC I Art. 37[2]/AP I Art. 31[5]), 2508–2510
- as fundamental rule of neutrality, 2509
- good faith obligation to facilitate passage and, 2510
- historical background/underlying considerations, 2479–2485, 2488–2490
- involuntary landing, neutral Power’s obligations, 2507
- right of inspection, 2512
- landing on territory of neutral Power, actions following (GC I Art. 37[3]/AP I Art. 30), 2511–2518
- costs, responsibility for, 2518
- disembarkation ‘with consent of the local authorities’, 2512–2513
- inspection, possibility/probability of, 2511–2512
- neutral Powers’ obligation to detain ‘so that they cannot again take part in operations of war’, 2512–2516
- seizure of non-medical aircraft, 2511
- treatment of wounded and sick who embark/remain on board, 2511
- law of neutrality and, 2486–2487
- ‘casualty evacuation’ and, 2485
- inviolability of neutral territory [HC V (1907)], 2482–2483
- right to allow overflights, 2487, 2492
- sovereignty over airspace/right to deny entry [Chicago Convention], 2481
- use by military medical aircraft to transport wounded and sick, 2486
Index

notice of intent (GC I Art. 37(1)), 2496
  in absence of special agreement (AP I Art. 31(2)), 2505, 2506
need for confirmation, 2496
prior agreement on route, altitude and time of flight (GC I Art. 37(1)), 2492, 2499–2504
  absence of agreement, effect, 2502–2506
  ‘between the Parties to the conflict’, 2501
GC I Art. 36(1) compared, 2499
right to fly over (GC I Art. 37(1)), 2491, 2492, 2493, 2494
right to land in case of necessity (GC I Art. 37(1)), 2491, 2492
right to use as port of call (GC I Art. 37(1)), 2491, 2492, 2949
summons to land, obligation to obey (GC I Art. 37(1)), 2497
full powers (VCLT Art. 7)
definition (VCLT Art. 2(1)(c)), 3320
‘ex officio’ status obviating requirement (VCLT Art. 7(2)), 3165, 3320
ratification, 3165
signature of treaty, 3151–3152, 3317
special agreements, 964
verification, 3151–3152

Fundamental Principles
AP I Art. 81(2), 1125 n. 6
history of, 783, 1124 n. 6
‘humanitarian activities’ (common Art. 3(2)/GC I Art. 9), need for compatibility with, 1124
humanity (Principle 1), 811, 1137, 1160, 1377, 2089
impartiality (Principle 2), 794, 1138, 1160, 1219 n. 41, 2089, 2091, 2250
importance of national authorities having a good understanding of the Principles, 2092
independence (Principle 4), compatibility with requirement that staff acting under GC I Art. 26
be ‘subject to military laws and regulations’, 2090, 2091
legal status/obligations under
  commitment of National Societies to compliance, 2088
as internal rules of behaviour, 2088
obligation of High Contracting Parties to ‘at all times respect the adherence by all the
  components of the Movement to the Fundamental Principles’ [ICRC Statutes 2(4)], 2088
obligation of States to ensure that National Societies have ‘an autonomous status which
  allows it to operate in conformity with the Fundamental Principles of the Movement’
  [ICRC Statutes 4(4)], 2088, 2099
neutrality (Principle 3), 798, 1164, 2089, 2091
societies of neutral countries and (GC I Art. 27(3)), 2103, 2146–2148
unity (Principle 6), 2060, 2559
voluntary service, 2089

gender as key factor/importance of balance in negotiating teams, 766, 966, 1293, 1373, 1427,
  1931, 2168, 2273: see also women, obligation to treat with ‘all due consideration’ (GC
  I Art. 12(4))
‘general principles of the Convention’ (GC I Art. 45)
preventon of persons going missing, 2227
respect for and control of the use of the emblems and prevention of their misuse, 2227
respect for and protection of medical and religious personnel, 2227
respect for and protection of medical units and transports, 2227
respect for and protection of the wounded and sick, 2227
respect for the dead, 2227
Geneva Cross, 2665, 2666, 3074
Index

good offices, definition, 1283: see also conciliation (GC I Art. 11)
government, effectiveness as determining criterion for classification as, 232–235, 399–401
grave breaches (GC I Art. 50), classification as (‘shall be those’), 2906–3016
‘acts . . . against protected persons or property’, 2926–2929
clarification, role of international criminal courts and tribunals, 2910
GC grave breaches and serious violations of humanitarian law (‘war crimes’) not covered by the
GC regime distinguished, 2821, 2907
‘grave breaches of [the Conventions/AP I] shall be regarded as war crimes’, 2820, 2918
GC II Art. 51, GC III Art. 130 and GC IV Art. 147 compared, 2906
international armed conflict, limitation to/nexus requirement, 871, 878, 2903–2905, 2907,
2920–2925
potential perpetrators, 2930
members of the armed forces/civilians, 2929
violation of provisions relating to
belligerent reprisals against medical transports, 2388
biological experiments, 1671
care of the wounded and sick [GC I Art. 12], 1326, 1408
‘extensive appropriation of property, not justified . . . ’, 2341
‘extensive destruction of property, not justified . . . ‘, 2341
protection of medical units and establishments [GC I Art. 19], 1811
requisition of property of aid societies [GC I Art. 34(2)], 2352
respect for medical and religious personnel [GC I Art. 25], 1990, 2040
respect for staff of National Societies and voluntary aid societies [GC I Art. 26], 2084
graves (GC I Art. 17(3)): see also dead, prescriptions regarding [GC I Art. 17]
exchange of lists showing location and marking (GC I Art. 17(4)), 1713–1717
‘[a]s soon as circumstances permit’, 1716
‘at latest at the end of hostilities’, 1716
as continuing obligation, 1717
‘exact’ location and markings, 1713
‘exchange’, 1715
inclusion of all pertinent information, 1714
information bureaux, role, 1715
non-reciprocal nature of the obligation, 1716
‘grave’, 1687
grouping of graves according to nationality, 1691–1693, 1694–1698
as aid in case of exhumation/family visits, 1695
AP I Art. 34, 1695
as assistance to exhumations and the later return of remains, 1692
benefits, 1692
customary international law, 1695
essential information, 1696
financial responsibility, 1698
by graves commissions, 1698
‘grouping’ as primary obligation, 1691
identification of the dead and, 1695 n. 81
marked so that they ‘may always be found’, 1695, 1696, 1698
relationship with ‘respect for the dead’ and ‘honourable interment’, 1689
as respect for the graves, 1694
role of the graves registration service, 1704
maintenance and marking of, duration of obligation, 1698
respect for, 1688–1689
disrespect for, examples, 1689
legislation protecting graves, 1689
measures to ensure security of graves, 1689
as obligation (‘shall ensure’) State responsibility, 1689
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graves registration service (GC I Art. 17(3))
creation of/form, 1699–1709
‘at the commencement of hostilities’, 1701
care of ashes, 1710–1712
desirability of specialized services, 1700
duration, 1702
exhumations, 1703, 1706
identification of bodies/keeping track of location changes, 1703, 1706
maintenance and marking of graves, 1704
name, relevance, 1699
obligation, 1699
options/examples, 1699
[possible] return of bodies, 1703, 1706, 1708
record particulars of all cremations and burials, 1705
State practice/permanent military graves services, 1700
‘whatever the site of the graves’, 1707
functions, special agreements, 1709

Hague Convention II on the Laws and Customs of War on Land (1899)/Hague Regulations (1899)
neutral Powers, obligations, 913
si omnes clause, 345
State responsibility for violations, 2824, 2912

Hague Convention IV on the Laws and Customs of War on Land (1907)/Hague Regulations (1907)
repairs for grave breaches, 3022
si omnes clause, 195 n. 3, 345
State responsibility, 2712

Hague Convention V on Neutrality in Land Warfare (1907), 913
continuing validity of provisions, 934, 2513
neutral Powers’ obligation to prevent further participation in military operations of persons on their territory, 935, 2513, 2514

Hague Convention X for the Adaptation to Maritime Warfare of the Principles of the Geneva Convention (1907)
dissemination obligations, 2753, 2754
neutral Powers’ obligation to take measures ‘so that they cannot again take part in operations of war’, 2486, 2513
State responsibility for violation, 2824
translation of the Convention and implementing legislation, 2787
‘whatever their nationality’ (HC X Art. 11), 567

Hague Rules of Air Warfare (1923), 2429

‘High Contracting Parties’ (VCLT Art. 2(1)(g)), 220, 323 n. 178, 466
Parties to the conflict distinguished (common Art. 3), 506

hors de combat: see persons protected under common Article 3 (common Art. 3(1)) | ‘persons taking no active part in the hostilities’ including persons hors de combat

hospital ships, protection of in the First Convention (GC I Art. 20), 1822–1836

hospital zones and localities (GC I Art. 23), 1884–1934
beneficiaries of hospital zones and localities (GC I Art. 23(3)), 1916–1927
local civilian population, 1924–1926
‘no adverse distinction’ principle (GC I Art. 12(2)), 1920
personnel entrusted with the care of the wounded and sick, 1921
personnel entrusted with the organization and administration of the zones, 1921–1923
wounded and sick as listed in GC I Art. 13], 1917–1920
criminal aspects of a violation, 1908–1909
hospital zones and localities (GC I Art. 23) (cont.)
distinctive emblem, use of, 1927
establishment in time of peace/after outbreak of hostilities (GC I Art. 23(1)), 1896–1898
consent of Parties, need for, 1888, 1914
establishment in peacetime as preferred option, 1896
establishment of zones as unilateral measure/need for the adverse Party's consent, 1900
‘in their own territory . . . in occupied areas’, 1901–1902
‘may establish’/optional nature of provisions, 1899–1900
obligation of adverse Party taking control of the area to continue obligations, 1915
obligation to protect and respect hospital zones and localities, 1906
‘so organized as to protect the wounded and sick’ (GC I Art. 23(1)), 1912–1913
‘to protect from the effects of war’ as purpose, 1903–1911
good offices for the establishment of (GC I Art. 23(3)), 1934
draft convention for the creation of hospital localities and zones in wartime (1938), 1891–1893
ICRC WWII recommendations for special agreements based on, 1892
non-international armed conflict
absence of treaty provision, 1885
customary international law, 1885
special agreement option (common Art. 3(3)), 778, 853, 1885
as part of the GC system of protected zones, 1884
protection in absence of hospital zone or locality, 1910–1911
recognition (GC I Art. 23(2)), 1928–1931
demilitarized and non-defended character, importance, 1929
‘security zones’/‘safe corridors’ established by Security Council distinguished, 1888
hostage-taking, prohibition (common Art. 3(1)(b)), 646–662
AP I Art. 75(2)(c)/AP II Art. 4(2)(c), 646
customary international law, 646, 881
definition, 647–662
absence from Conventions/Additional Protocols, 647
GC IV Art. 34, 642
Hostages Convention [1979], 37, 647–648
ICC Art. 8(2)(a)(viii), 37, 648–649
kidnapping, 651
means, relevance ‘(or otherwise held hostage’), 648
elements, 650, 652–662
‘hostage’, 652–654
intent to compel a third party, 657–658
purpose of hostage-taking, 659–662
‘obtain a concession or gain an advantage’, 659
‘to do or to abstain from doing “any act”’, 659
unlawfulness of targeted conduct, 662
use as human shields, 661
threats to hostage, 655–658
hostage-taking as violation of cruel treatment/collective punishment prohibition, 551
as war crime, 37, 648–649, 881
‘hostile’ act, 288
human dignity: see inhuman treatment as a grave breach (GC I Art. 50), material element
(‘serious mental harm or physical injury/serious attack on human dignity’), serious violation of human dignity; outrages upon personal dignity, prohibition including in particular humiliating and degrading treatment (common Art. 3(1)(c))
human rights: see international humanitarian law (IHL)/international human rights law, relationship
Index

humane treatment (common Art. 3/GC I Art. 12(2)/GC I Art. 50), 550–564, 2977–2985: see also cruel treatment (common Art. 3(1)(a)); inhuman treatment as a grave breach (GC I Art. 50); wounded and sick in international armed conflicts, protection and care (GC I Art. 12), humane treatment and care (GC I Art. 12(2))
codification (international armed conflict), 551, 1372–1379
codification (non-international armed conflict), 551–564, 2977
customary international humanitarian law, 1373
definition/classification as, 554–555, 581–583, 1372–1379
absence of definition in IHL treaties, 553, 1373, 2978
context-specific, 553–554, 1379
examples, 558, 1374–1376, 1378
‘human’, 556
humane treatment as cornerstone of Conventions, 550, 1372, 2977
‘inhuman’ [dictionary meaning], 2978
non-exhaustive nature of the GC I Art. 12(2) list, 1375
as prohibition of inhuman treatment, 1374
relevant factors, 553, 1373
risks of comprehensive definition, 554, 1373
State practice including military manuals, 557–558
‘treatment’, 2978
as fundamental principle [‘elementary considerations of humanity’/‘minimum yardstick’], 76–77, 81, 107–108, 118, 356, 547, 550–551, 564, 1373, 2977, 2978, 3291
1958 Commentary on GC IV (Pictet), 551
applicability to all categories of protected persons, 1377–1379
GC II and GC IV provisions relating to, 1378
applicability in international and non-international conflicts, 108, 1377
obligation to collect and care for the wounded (GC I Art. 3(2)), dependence on, 731, 749
as obligation of result, 1373
‘to this end’/as cornerstone of common Article 3(1) prohibitions, 550, 554, 555
‘in all circumstances’, 559–564: see also respect for the Convention (common Art. 1), obligation to ensure, ‘in all circumstances’
absolute nature of obligation/no exception or deviation, 552, 560, 2978
‘at any time and in any place whatsoever’, 581–583
differential application
as obligation imposing a minimum, 560
specific circumstances of conflict requiring, 560
jus ad bellum/jus in bello distinction, 563
justification for deviation, possibility of
lawfulness of one’s own resort to force/unlawfulness of other opponent’s, 563
military necessity, exclusion, 561
public security/law and order, 563
limitation to situation for which intended [armed conflict], 564
non-reciprocal nature of common Art. 3 obligations, 562
termination or suspension of IHL treaties for material breach, exclusion (VCLT 60(5)), 562
as standard feature of IHL treaties, 559
prohibited acts: see corporal punishment, prohibition; hostage-taking, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(b)]; murder, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(a)]; mutilation, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(a)]; non-discrimination/‘without adverse distinction’ obligation [common Art. 3]; outrages upon personal dignity, prohibition including in particular humiliating and degrading treatment [common Art. 3(1)(c)]; sexual violence, prohibition (non-international armed conflict); violence to life and person, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(a)]
‘without adverse distinction’: see non-discrimination/‘without adverse distinction’ obligation [common Art. 3]
Index

‘humanitarian activities’ (common Art. 3(2)/GC I Art. 9): see also Fundamental Principles
absence of definition (common Art. 3(2)/GC I Art. 9), 807, 813, 814, 1135, 1140
beneficiaries, 822–824, 1150–1152
dead persons, 641, 760, 824, 1150, 1478, 1543, 1617, 1644
non-exhaustive nature of list, 1151
persons protected under common Art. 3, 822
persons protected under GC I Art. 9, 1150–1152
‘victims of conflicts’ (AP 81(1)), 823, 1151, 1152
Commentary on the Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross (I) [Pictet], 811 n. 764, 1137 n. 28
‘for the protection of wounded and sick, medical personnel and chaplains, and for their relief’ (GC I Art. 9), 808, 1122, 1150
‘humanitarian imperative’, 811 n. 765, 831, 1138
humanitarian protection/humanitarian assistance activities, interrelationship, 810, 1136
impartiality/non-discrimination requirements, 812, 1139
modes of action, 821
ICRC engagement in direct assistance [ICRC Assistance Policy], 819, 820, 821, 1146, 1149
Parties’ primary responsibility for meeting humanitarian needs and, 821, 1146
needs of persons affected by conflict as sole focus, 812, 1139
‘protection’ of people in situations of conflict, 814–818, 1142–1147
differing use of term outside the Geneva Conventions, 818, 1147
differing views between impartial humanitarian organizations, 815, 1143
‘to keep safe from harm or injury’ (ordinary meaning), 814, 1142
relief/assistance, 819–821, 1148–1149
‘assistance activities’, ICRC Assistance Policy (2004), 819, 820, 1146, 1148, 1149
context-dependent, 820, 1137, 1148, 1149
‘relief’
‘alleviation or removal of pain, anxiety, or distress’ (ordinary meaning), 819, 1148
as emergency situation concept (Geneva Conventions), 819, 1148
link with ‘assistance’ (AP 81(1)), 819, 1148
‘those that seek to preserve the life, security, dignity and physical and mental well-being of persons affected by the conflict’, 812, 1139
‘or to restore well-being’, 812, 1139
humanitarian intervention, activities of impartial humanitarian organizations distinguished, 784, 1126
humanitarian organizations: see ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities [general] (common Art. 3/GC I Art. 9)

ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities [general] (common Art. 3/GC I Art. 9)
advice on validity of special agreements departing from Convention provisions, 983–984
as agents or trustees of all High Contracting Parties, 1278
confidentiality of ICRC activities, 817, 1146
consent to proposed activities, 780, 1311
arbitrary withhold, exclusion, 780, 832–839, 1121, 1170–1177, 1509
circumstances making it difficult to obtain, 830
compliance with Party’s international humanitarian obligations, 832, 834, 1121, 1173, 1175
controls, right to impose, 839, 1121, 1179
military necessity
exclusion as ground for refusing activities, 838, 1121, 1178
Party’s right to impose controls, 839, 1121
non-international armed conflict, 827–831, 832–839
obligation to assess offer in good faith, 834, 1121, 1174
responsibility to protect (R2P), 784, 1126
right of humanitarian intervention, 784, 1126
Index

extension of activities beyond their essential humanitarian mission, 2682–2684
ICRC as only named organization in common Art. 3(2) and GC I Art. 9, 1153
‘impartial’
‘neutral’ distinguished, 798, 1164
non-discrimination requirement, 794, 1160
as requirement at both planning and implementation stages, 796, 1161
‘impartial humanitarian organization [body]’, 788–799
ICRC, explicit mention of, 779, 800–802, 1120
‘other impartial humanitarian organization’, 1155–1164
Parties’ primary responsibility for meeting humanitarian needs, 782, 1124
complementary nature of humanitarian organizations’ activity, 782, 1124
discretionary nature of humanitarian organizations’ activity, 782, 1124
humanitarian activities and, 821
persons on whose behalf activities may be undertaken
‘civilian persons’, 1122–1123, 1151
extension to all persons affected by an armed conflict, 1122
‘prisoners of war’ (GC III Art. 9), 1122
‘victims of conflicts’ [AP I Art. 81], 1123
‘wounded and sick, medical personnel and chaplains’ (GC I Art. 9), 1122, 1150
‘wounded, sick and shipwrecked persons, medical personnel and chaplains’ (GC III Art. 9), 1122
special agreements, assistance in conclusion and implementation, 1934
as substitutes for Protecting Powers, 781
ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities (international armed conflicts)
[GC I Art. 9], 1120–1180
arbitrary withhold of consent, prohibition, 1121, 1170–1172
dissemination of knowledge of IHL [GC I Art. 47], 2762
‘impartial humanitarian organization’
humanitarian activities by actors not qualifying as an impartial humanitarian organization distinguished, 1141
qualification as, requirements, 1157–1164
monitoring activities/role in respect of enquiries, 3030
offer of services
autonomous right to offer in absence of prior request, 1132, 1133
availability of authorities to make decision in response to offer, 1133
beneficiaries, 1150–1152
classification as unfriendly act/interference in State’s domestic affairs, exclusion, 1133
consent to proposed activities, need for, 1165–1169, 1170–1172: see also ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities (general) [common Art. 3/GC I Art. 9], consent to proposed activities
effect on status of entity to which offer made (GC I Art. 3(4)/AP I Art. 4), 1134
legal classification of the situation, relevance, 1134
prohibition or criminalization, exclusion, 1133
ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities (non-international armed conflicts [common Art. 3(2)]), 779–840
humanitarian activities by actors not qualifying as an impartial humanitarian organization distinguished, 799
humanitarian intervention, R2P and Security Council’s humanitarian responsibilities distinguished, 1126
‘impartial humanitarian body’, 788–799
obligation to allow and facilitate the passage of relief consignments distinguished, 840, 1168
offer of services, 803–806
addressees, 825–826
autonomous right to offer in absence of prior request, 803
ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities (common Art. 3[2]) (cont.)
availability of authorities to make decision in response to offer, 806
beneficiaries, 822–824
classification as unfriendly act/interference in State's domestic affairs, exclusion, 362, 804, 827
consent to proposed activities, need for, 827–831, 832–839
Parties' primary responsibility for meeting humanitarian needs/complementary nature of
humanitarian organizations' activities ('may offer'), 782, 821
services offered
absence/impossibility of definition, 807, 813, 814
humanitarian activities, 807–813: see also 'humanitarian activities' (common Art. 3[2]/GC I
Art. 9)
protection, 814–818: see also 'humanitarian activities' (common Art. 3[2]/GC I Art. 9),
‘protection’ of people in situations of conflict
relief/assistance, 819–821: see also 'humanitarian activities' (common Art. 3[2]/GC I Art. 9)
search, collection and care of the wounded and sick, 1490, 1491
special agreements, assistance in conclusion and implementation, 859
ICRC Commentaries: see also interpretation of Geneva Conventions and Protocols, applicable
rules (VCLT Arts. 31–33)
drafting process, 11–15
original Commentaries, 1–4
updated Commentaries compared, 5–6
sources of interpretation, 9–10
structure, 53–60
updating project, 4–7
ICRC role as interpreter of the Geneva Conventions and, 8–10
identification of auxiliary personnel (GC I Art. 41), 2612–2625
‘auxiliary personnel’ (GC I Art. 25), 2616
identity documents (GC I Art. 41[2]), 2623–2625
proof of status in absence of identity documents, 2624
required detail including authority for wearing armband and special medical training, 2033,
2216, 2605, 2623
white armband with distinctive sign in miniature (GC I Art. 41[1]), 2616–2622
identification of medical and religious personnel (GC I Art. 40), 2580–2611: see also recording
and forwarding of information (GC I Art. 16), particulars/content of record (GC I Art.
16[2])
armlet (GC I Art. 40[1]), 2584–2599
characteristics, 2593–2597
emblem on helmets, tabards or bibs as better option, 2580, 2598
emblem on white flag alternative, 2599
as means of identification vs. conferment of status, 2585
as means of identifying personnel entitled to retention regime treatment, 2581, 2586
as outward sign of protection, 2585
persons entitled to wear, 2587–2592
as protective device, 2584
identity cards (GC I Art. 40[2] and [3]), 2600–2609
format and content (GC I Art. 40[2]), 2600
notification of model being used (GC I Art. 40[3]), 2605
staff of voluntary aid societies (GC I Art. 26), 2072, 2149–2150, 2601
peacetime preparation, 2609
replacement of lost or destroyed armband/issue of duplicate for lost identity card (GC I Art.
40[4]), 2611
identity cards/discs (GC I Art. 16[2][1]): see identification of medical and religious personnel (GC I
Art. 40), identity cards (GC I Art. 40[2] and [3]), recording and forwarding of
information (GC I Art. 16), particulars/content of record (GC I Art. 16[2])
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**immunity from jurisdiction**, 2872–2877
- constitutional immunities as breach of treaty obligation, 2877
- customary international law, 2874
- grave breaches and war crimes, classification as official acts, 2876
- liability for grave breach and procedural bar to prosecution distinguished, 2872
- exercise of jurisdiction by international tribunals, 2875
- exercise of jurisdiction for
  - acts prior to or after time in office, 2875
  - private acts, 2875
  - prosecution by home State, 2875
  - waiver of immunity, 2875

**impartial humanitarian organizations**: see ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations
- State practice in case of non-criminal detention for security reasons, 721
- ‘in all circumstances’; see humane treatment (common Art. 3/GC I Art. 12(2)/GC I Art. 50), ‘in all circumstances’; respect for the Convention (common Art. 1), obligation to ensure, ‘in all circumstances’

**individual, status under the 1949 Conventions**, 1000–1001

**individual criminal responsibility (international armed conflict)**
- command responsibility/commanders-in-chief for violations pursuant to their orders or failure to prevent/punish war crimes, 2713, 2855
- development of the practice/current applicability, 2854
- grave breaches (‘persons committing, or ordering to be committed’ (GC I Art. 49[1])), 2853–2856
- violation of GC I Art. 24 (respect and protection for medical and religious personnel), 1989, 1991
- violation of GC I Art. 34[2] (requisition of the property of aid societies), 2352

**individual criminal responsibility (non-international armed conflict) (common Art. 3)**, 871–888
- for war crimes: see also war crimes [serious violations of common Art. 3]
- customary international law [war crimes], 875
- serious violations of common Art. 3 as, 874, 876, 881–888
- grave breaches regime, non-applicability to non-international conflict, 871, 878
- ICC 8(2)(c)/ICC 8(2)(e) [criminalization of violations of common Art. 3], 874

**jurisdiction**
- international courts and tribunals, 876
- national courts [territorial/nationality of perpetrator/nationality of victim options], 872, 877
- obligation to investigate/prosecute, 879, 896
- universal jurisdiction, 878, 880

**inhuman treatment as a grave breach (GC I Art. 50)**, 2977–2986: see also cruel treatment (common Art. 3[1][a]); humane treatment (common Art. 3/GC I Art. 12(2)/GC I Art. 50); outrages upon personal dignity, prohibition including in particular humiliating and degrading treatment (common Art. 3[1][c]); sexual violence, prohibition [non-international armed conflict]; torture [common Art. 3[1][a]/GC I Art. 50]
- definition, 2977–2978, 2981
- examples, 2984
- material element [‘serious mental harm or physical injury/serious attack on human dignity’], 2979–2984
- ‘cruel’ [common Art. 3] and ‘inhuman’ treatment (GC I Art. 50), interchangeability, 616–618, 704, 2982
- mental harm, 2980
- relevant factors, 2982
- serious violation of human dignity, 2980
- torture distinguished, 1410, 2962, 2981
- wilfully causing harm compared, 2983
- mental element/mens rea, 2985
international armed conflict: see armed conflict (GC I Art. 2(1))

international criminal law
humanitarian law, relationship with, 36–38
penal sanctions legislation, desirability of inclusion, 2845: see also penal sanctions for grave breaches (GC I Art. 49)
as relevant for the interpretation of Geneva Conventions, 36–38

international human rights law: see international humanitarian law (IHL)/international human rights law, relationship

International Humanitarian Fact-Finding Commission (IHFFC)
as alternative to conciliation, 1261, 1276
enquiry procedure (GC I Art. 52), 147, 3060
effectiveness, 2737, 3060
limitation of role to grave breaches or other serious violations, 901, 3031
non-international armed conflict and, 901
special agreements and, 960

international humanitarian law (IHL)/international human rights law, relationship, 39–41, 208, 725
applicability of treaties in respect of non-Parties distinguished, 347
cruel treatment, 614 n. 397
death penalty, 41, 677
dead fair trial, 585 n. 580
human rights law as appropriate applicable law, 456, 461–463, 548, 572
human rights law as relevant for the interpretation of Conventions, 39–41
internment, 725
non-international armed conflict, 456
non-refoulement, 712
personal dignity, 673
torture, 40

international organizations, obligations
command and control considerations, 250–252
obligation to respect Conventions, 138–142, 509–513
rights and obligations created under third-Party treaties, 972–973
International Refugee Organization (IRO), as potential substitute Protecting Power, 1216
internment in non-international armed conflicts, 717–728
interpretation of Geneva Conventions and Protocols, applicable rules (VCLT Arts. 31–33), 16–52

judicial guarantees (common Art. 3[1][d]), 684–688: see also fair trial (common Art. 3[1][d]), judicial guarantees

judicial guarantees (GC I Art. 49[4]) (‘safeguards of proper trial and defence’), 2899–2902
applicable judicial guarantees under treaty and customary international law, 2902
civilians and combatants, applicability to, 2901

jurisdiction in relation to grave offences (obligation to search for and prosecute or extradite/aut dedere aut judicare) (GC I Art. 49[2]), 2859–2893: see also extradition option [GC I Art. 49[2]], immunity from jurisdiction; international criminal law; penal sanctions for grave breaches (GC I Art. 49)
obligation to ‘bring such persons…before their own courts’
as decision for national authorities in accordance with national law, 2861
decision to extradite as relief from obligation to prosecute, 2880
as obligation if there is sufficient evidence to justify a criminal charge, 2862
as obligation of all High Contracting Parties, 2860, 2864
primo prosequi, secundo dedere as governing principle, 2859
‘regardless of their nationality’, 2863–2867
Security Council practice, 903
serious breaches of international law including war crimes distinguished, 2821
Index
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time frame for compliance, 2868–2871
universal jurisdiction (‘regardless of their nationality’), 2863–2867
as proactive obligation, 2866
prosecutorial discretion and, 2866
State practice, 2865–2867

jus ad bellum/jus in bello, 215–216
as distinct concepts, 186, 190, 215, 245, 300, 334
jus ad bellum, relevance of compliance with
applicability of GC/IHL, 186, 215–216, 245
humanitarian activities other than under common Art. 3(2), 784, 1126
self-defence (UNC Art. 51) and, 190, 191, 215, 243, 563
threat or use of force (UNC Art. 2(4)) and, 174, 194, 207, 215
threat or use of force and the validity of special agreements [VCLT Art. 52], 976–977

jus cogens norms
non-derogability, 163, 978
Security Council resolutions not conforming with, 213
State immunity and, 2876
treaties in conflict with, 979

kidnapping: see hostage-taking
Knights of Malta, 2058, 2094

languages of the Geneva Conventions (GC I Art. 55), 3120–3135: see also translations of
Conventions, implementing laws and regulations [GC I Art. 48]
authentic texts, 3126–3127
English/French texts compared/examples of divergence
active part in hostilities/’participe directement aux hostilités’, 525
‘engaged in’/’affecté à’, 1972
‘for return’ vs. ‘le renvoi à la Partie au conflit’ [GC I Art. 31], 2261
‘hospital orderly, nurse or auxiliary stretcher-bearer/’infirmiers ou brancardiers auxiliaires’
[GC I Art. 25], 2027 n. 21
impartial humanitarian organization/’organisme humanitaire impartial, 788
’prima facie case’/’pour autant que cette Partie contractante ait retenu contre lesdites
personnes des charges suffisantes’ [GC I Art. 49(2)], 2881
‘professional ethics’/’conscience professionnelle’ [GC I Art. 28(2)], 2184
‘real and personal property’/’biens mobiliers et immobiliers’ [GC I Art. 34(1)], 2342 n. 1
recording of information [GC I Art. 16(1)], 1540 n. 6
‘right to deal with the competent authorities of the camp’/’accès direct’ [GC III Art. 33(2)[b]], 2191
‘should endeavour’/’doivent’ [GC I Art. 1], 120 n. 6
‘should endeavour’/’s’efforceront’ [common Art. 3(3)], 848
‘small arms’/’armes portatives’, 1877
‘suppression’/’faire cesser’ [GC I Art. 49(3)], 2895
torture/torture et supplices, 625
‘treated with humanity’/’traitées avec humanité, 556
’[u]nder the direction of the competent military authority’/’[s]ous le contrôle de l’autorité
militaire compétente’ [GC I Art. 39], 2569
‘violence to life and person’/’atteintes portées à la vie et à l’intégrité corporelle’, 590
‘welfare of the wounded and sick’/’le sort des blessés et des malades’ [GC I Art. 34(2)], 2351
‘official translations’ [GC I Art. 48], 2804
official translations into Russian and Spanish by the depositary [Switzerland] [GC I Art. 55(2)], 2768, 2801, 3124, 3125, 3132–3135
translations undertaken by the Parties [GC I Art. 48] distinguished, 3135
reconciliation of divergence between authentic texts [VCLT Art. 33(4)]
testimonium and signature clause and, 3318
translations into own language[s], 2802–2803
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liability, definition, 3020: see also responsibilities of the Contracting Parties in respect of GC I
Art. 50 grave breaches [GC I Art. 51]; State responsibility

marking of medical units and establishments [GC I Art. 42], 2626–2653
- distinctive flag [GC I Art. 42(1)], 2532–2536
  - effect, 2650
  - improper use as violation of IHL/perfidy, 2635
  - as means of displaying the red cross, red crescent or red crystal, 2632
  - as protective device, 2627, 2632–2636
  - protective vs. indicative uses [GC I Art. 44(2)], 2626, 2632
  - national flag [GC I Art. 42(2)], 2627, 2629, 2637–2638
  - non-display, concealment or removal of emblem, 2650–2652
  - visibility [GC I Art. 42(4)], 2531, 2628, 2633, 2644–2653

marking of medical units of neutral countries [GC I Art. 43], 2654–2659: see also societies of neutral countries, assistance to a Party to the conflict [GC I Art. 27]

Martens Clause, 3284–3301

medical aircraft, protection of [GC I Art. 36], 2423–2478
  - arming of, 2449
  - distinctive emblem/other markings and means of identification, 2461–2465
  - absence of distinctive emblem, effect, 2464
  - ‘any other markings or means of identification’
    - AP I, Annex I, 2463
    - AP I Art. 18 [identification], 2463
  - examples of internationally agreed means of identification, 2463
  - ‘that may be agreed upon’/special agreements, 2463
  - colour of aircraft/background to distinct emblem, 2462
  - distinctive emblem, conditions for use, 2448
  - distinctive emblem as means of identification, 2464
  - non-use, concealment or removal when aircraft not being used exclusively for medical purposes, 2465
  - flights over enemy or enemy-occupied territory, prohibition [GC I Art. 36(3)], 2466–2468: see also flights over neutral territory [GC I Art. 37]
  - involuntary landing [GC I Art. 36(5)], 2478
  - loss of protection/acts harmful to the enemy, 2447, 2457–2460, 2476
  - non-medical humanitarian acts, 2477
  - protection of, 2450–2456
    - notification of use, desirability, 2464
    - special agreements [GC I Art. 6], 2452–2453
    - transport of medical personnel and equipment, 2444
    - required markings, 2461
    - summons to land [GC I Art. 36(4)], 2469–2477

medical and religious personnel: see identification of auxiliary personnel [GC I Art. 41], medical and religious personnel [auxiliary personnel: prisoner-of-war status consequent on falling into enemy hands] [GC I Art. 29], medical and religious personnel [auxiliary personnel: protection] [GC I Art. 25], medical and religious personnel [GC I Arts. 24–32] (overview); medical and religious personnel [permanent personnel: protection] [GC I Art. 24]; retained personnel [medical and religious personnel] [GC I Art. 28]; return of medical and religious personnel [GC I Art. 30]; return of medical and religious personnel, selection [GC I Art. 31]

medical and religious personnel [auxiliary personnel: prisoner-of-war status consequent on falling into enemy hands] [GC I Art. 29], 2201–2221

medical and religious personnel [auxiliary personnel: protection] [GC I Art. 25], 2011–2044
  - advantages of auxiliary medical personnel, 2012–2013
  - definition, 2011
  - permanent medical personnel [GC I Art. 24] distinguished
Index

means of identification [GC I Arts. 40 and 41], 2028, 2040
regime applicable on falling into enemy hands [GC I Arts. 28, 30 and 31], 1955, 2028, 2203
persons covered, 2023–2037
‘specially trained’ requirement, 2033–2036
medical and religious personnel [GC I Arts. 24–32] [overview], 1935–1945
medical and religious personnel [permanent personnel: protection] [GC I Art. 24], 1947–2010
conditions for coverage, 1969–1981
functional basis of protection, 1949
loss of protection/acts harmful to the enemy ‘outside their humanitarian duties’, 1995–2010
medical personnel engaged in the search for, collection, transport or treatment of the wounded
or sick or in the prevention of disease, 1953–1959
religious personnel [chaplains] attached to the armed forces, 1964–1968
respect and protection in all circumstances, 1982–1994
staff exclusively engaged in the administration of medical units and establishments, 1960–1963
medical transports [GC I Arts. 35–37]: see also buildings and material of medical units and
establishments [GC I Art. 33]; medical aircraft, protection of [GC I Art. 36]; medical
transports, protection of [GC I Art. 35]
overview, 2355–2359
medical transports, protection of [GC I Art. 35], 2360–2422
arming of military medical transports, 2393–2402
distinctive emblem, use of, 2403–2410: see also distinctive emblem
loss of protection/acts harmful to the enemy, 2389–2390
acts amounting to perfidy, 2389
acts not harmful to the enemy/acts possibly harmful, 2390
arming of military transports going beyond defensive needs/improper use of arms, 2397, 2401
improper use of distinctive emblem, 2389
misuse of medical transport not harmful to the enemy, effect, 2390
resistance to lawful capture, 2402
transport of weapons and ammunition, 2389
use by combatants, 2371
use incompatible with their exclusively medical transport function, 2389
use as a mobile military command post/base for attack, 2389
warning and time limit requirement [GC I Art. 21], 2391
refusal to heed, 2402
object and purpose, 2363
requisitioned civilian personnel and means of transport [GC I Art. 35(3)], 2361, 2417–2422
respect and protection, right to [GC I Art. 35(1)], 2385–2392
belligerent reprisals, prohibition, 2388
customary international humanitarian law, 2364
functional basis, 2363
improper use of weapons, 2401
‘in the same way as mobile medical units’ [GC I Art. 35(1)/AP I Art. 21], 2361, 2385, 2391
obligation to ensure respect by third parties, 2387
‘transports’ [GC I Art. 35(1)]/‘transports or vehicles’ [GC I Art. 35(2)], definitions for purposes of
GC I Art. 35 protection
control of a competent Party to the conflict requirement [AP I Art. 8(g)], 2377
display of distinctive emblem, relevance, 2374, 2384
exclusive assignment to the transportation of the wounded and sick or medical equipment
‘assigned exclusively’, 1786–1789
‘casualty evacuation’, exclusion, 2380
‘mixed’ transport mission, exclusion, 2380
‘specially equipped for’, relevance, 2374, 2445
limitation of use to permanent and auxiliary medical personnel or personnel of voluntary aid
societies, 2371
medical equipment, 2383–2384
medical transports, protection of (GC I Art. 35) (cont.)

medical transports on land used by the armed forces, 2360, 2369
‘medical vehicles’ as ‘any medical transports by land’ [AP I Art. 8(h)], 2364, 2370
medical transports used by voluntary aid societies acting as auxiliaries (GC I Art. 35(1) and (3)), 2360, 2369
mobile medical units [GC I Art. 19], distinguishability, 1782, 2375
purpose vs. location as basis of protection, 2376
rented or leased transports, 2369
temporary or permanent use as, relevance, 2408–2409
‘permanent’, 2380
‘permanent medical transports’ [AP I Art. 8(k)], 2370, 2377
‘temporary’, 2380
temporary assignment, possibility of, 2374, 2376, 2378–2380
‘temporary medical transports’ [AP I Art. 8(k)], 2370, 2377
vehicles of any type, 2372
technologically advanced vehicles, 2373
vehicles operating singly or in convoy, 2376
transports falling into enemy hands [GC I Art. 35(2)], 2411–2416
‘wounded and sick’ [GC I Art. 35(1)], definitions, 2381
dead persons, 2382
persons falling into GC I Art. 13(1) categories, 2362, 2381

medical units and establishments: see buildings and material of medical units and establishments (GC I Art. 33); marking of medical units and establishments (GC I Art. 42); medical units and personnel, conditions not causing loss of protection [GC I Art. 22]; medical units and personnel, loss of protection [GC I Art. 21]; medical units and personnel, respect and protection in international armed conflict (GC I Art. 19); medical units and personnel, respect and protection in non-international armed conflicts [common Art. 3(2)]

medical units and personnel, conditions not causing loss of protection [GC I Art. 22], 1869–1883
camouflage, 1848 n. 22, 2578
care for wounded or sick civilians as a humanitarian activity [GC I Art. 22(5)], 1882–1883
carrying or use of arms in self-defence or defence of wounded and sick [GC I Art. 22(1)], 1862–1869
applicability to religious personnel, 1863
display of weapons, relevance, 1868
individual defence against medical personnel or the wounded and sick, limitation to, 1866–1877
limitation of use to purposes expressly indicated, 1865
weapons excluded
weaponry mounted on mobile military units, 1868
weapons heavier than those manageable by civilian medical personnel, 1864
weapons permitted (‘light individual weapons’), 1864
AP I Art. 13(2)(a), 1864
GC II Art. 35, 1864
protection by non-medical members of the armed forces, 1874
presence of personnel and material of the veterinary service (GC I Art. 22(4)), 1879–1881
protection of computers, non-physical means, 1875
protection of a unit or establishment by a picket, sentries or escort [GC I Art. 22(2)], 1870–1875
determination of need, relevant factors, 1872
‘escort’, 1871
‘in the absence of armed orderlies’, 1870
‘picket’, 1871
‘sentry’, 1871

medical units and personnel, loss of protection [GC I Art. 21], 1837–1859
‘acts, outside their humanitarian duties, harmful to the enemy’, classification as/absence of definition, 1837, 1839–1845
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rationale for loss of protection, 1841
loss of protection
dependence on classification as military objective, 1847, 1855
ongoing humanitarian obligations, 1854
proportionality requirement, 1854
recovery of protection, possibility of, 1856–1859
warning and time limit, 1837, 1846–1859
‘reasonable time limit’, 1851
‘warning’, 1848, 1850, 1853
medical units and personnel, respect and protection in international armed conflict (GC I Art. 19), 1770–1821
criminal aspects of a violation, 1811, 1842, 1906
fixed establishments and mobile medical units [GC I Art. 19(1)], 1774–1782: see also buildings and material of medical units and establishments [GC I Art. 33]
distinction, relevance, 1774
‘fixed’, 1774
inflatable first aid stations, 1780
medical purposes, 1777–1781
‘mobile’, 1776
justification for, 1772
medical units falling into enemy hands [GC I Art. 19(1)], 1812–1815
continuation of work as long as the Detaining Power is unable to assume obligations, 1813
continued care principle, 1815
range of situations qualifying as, 1812
non-interference with the work of medical establishments and units, 1799–1804
intentional destruction [GC I Art. 33(3)], 1800
intentional interruption of communications, 1804
plunder of medical equipment, 1800
seizure by an opposing Party with a view to using it for military purposes, 1800
temporary entry for legitimate purposes, 1801–1803
use for military purposes, 1800
obligation to protect medical establishments and units [GC I Art. 19(1)], 1805–1808
‘feasible measures’, 1808
feasible measures to facilitate functioning and prevent their being harmed, 1805
as obligation of conduct, 1805
responsibility for (adverse Party vs. Party to which establishments/units are attached), 1806
‘of the Medical Service’ [GC I Art. 19(2)], 1783–1791
positioning of medical units [GC I Art. 19(2)], 1816–1821
‘as far as possible’/as best efforts obligation, 1820
medical establishments inside military bases, 1819
‘military objective’, 1794
proximity as a result of impracticality/changing circumstances, 1819, 1820
prohibition of attack [GC I Art. 19(1)], 1792–1797
qualification as medical establishment or unit
‘exclusively engaged’ for medical purpose [GC I Art. 24], 1786, 1788
performance of at least one medical purpose, 1785
permanent assignment, need for, 1789
‘respect and protect’ [GC I Art. 19(1)], 1782–1812
applicability to Party to the conflict’s own medical establishments and units, 1798
‘at all times’/‘in all circumstances’, 1809–1810
non-reciprocal nature of the obligation, 1809
‘respect’ [negative obligation]/‘protect’ [positive obligations], 1792
as responsibility of commanders of both medical and combatant units, 1817
as specific precaution against the effects of attacks on military objects, 1817
medical units and personnel, respect and protection in non-international armed conflicts
(common Art. 3(2)), 768–778
attack on medical units and transports, prohibition
loss of right to protection/obligation to give warning before attacking, 769
obligation to put in place protective precautions, 769
as war crime, 769
communication of GPS coordinates as aid, 775
customary international law, 760, 768
distinctive emblem, desirability of using, 772–777
loss of protection, 769, 771, 776
medical ethics and, 768
care for members of non-State armed group, 768
military search operations, prohibition, 771
pillage or destruction of medical facilities or transports, 770
mental element/mens rea (GC I Art. 50) (grave breaches: general)
existence and character of the armed conflict, 2941–2947
ignorance of the law and ignorance of the facts distinguished, 2949
legal evaluation, relevance, 2942
standard of proof, 2943–2947
intention to commit the material elements of an act, 2931–2949
case-by-case approach, 2937
difficulty of defining/differences of approach, 2935
examples where mens rea is specified, 2932
general and specific intent distinguished, 2938, 2972–2975
national law/national courts' responsibility for determining, 2932–2935
negligence, insufficiency in international criminal law, 2936, 3005
premeditation distinguished, 2959
'reckless'/\'dol éventuel\'/\'dolus eventualis', 296–298, 2933, 2937, 2939, 2956–2958, 3003–3004
standard of proof, 2934
status of protected person or property, 2948–2949
mental element/mens rea (GC I Art. 50) (grave breaches: specific offences)
biological experiments, 2997
destruction/appropriation of property, 3016
inhuman treatment, 2985
torture, 2972–2976
intentional or deliberate infliction, 2937, 2976
as specific intent crime, 640–644, 2972–2975
wilful killing/murder, 2937, 2956–2959
'indirect intent', 2957, 2958
premeditation, relevance, 2958
'reckless'/\'dol éventuel\'/\'dolus eventualis', 296–298
'wilful', 2956
wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health, 3003–3004
negligence, exclusion, 3004
'reckless'/\'dol éventuel\'/\'dolus eventualis', 3003–3004
standard of proof, 3004
'military operations', 279
missing persons, 850, 922, 1318, 1508–1510, 1519, 1528–1530, 1541, 1554, 1577, 1599–1600, 1663–1655, 1716, 2727
misuse of the emblem (GC I Art. 53), 3065–3094
applicability, 3066, 3079
protective and indicative uses, 3066
arms of the Swiss Confederation, prohibition [GC I Art. 53(2)], 3080–3083
action to address reported abuses, 3084
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protection of the red cross emblem compared, 3083
unique nature as protection of national flags/symbols, 3081
use as trademarks or purposes ‘contrary to commercial honesty’, 3082
‘emblems and marks mentioned in [GC I Art. 38(2)]’ [GC I Art. 53(4)], 3088–3091
applicability to designations and imitations, 3091–3092
applicability to the emblems of the red crescent and the red lion and sun, 3088–3091
international emblems other than the red cross with protected status
   cultural property emblem, 3073
   UN emblem, 3073
national implementation, 3092–3094
   awareness-raising campaigns, 3094, 3102
   criminal proceedings, potential value, 3093, 3105
   encouragement of dedicated symbols alternative, 2695, 3092
   reasons for misuse, 3092
   role of National Societies and the ICRC, 3069, 3093, 3102
   prior users (GC I Art. 53(3)), 3085–3087
      exclusion in case of appearance of conferring protection in armed conflicts, 3085
      grace period, date of commencement, 3085
   non-applicability to ‘other distinctive emblems’ (GC I Art. 53(4)), 3090
   protection for the red cross emblem, unique nature, 3037
   red cross emblem, related designations and imitations, prohibition (GC I Art. 53(1)), 2666, 3074–3079
      ‘at all times’/in peacetime/armed conflict, 3066, 3079
      ‘imitations’, 3073–3074
   red crescent/red lion and sun emblems, applicability to, 3075
   red crystal, applicability to, 3075
   Study on the Use of the Emblems (ICRC, 2011), 774 n. 734, 3074
misuse of the emblem, measures for the prevention and repression of misuse (GC I Art. 54), 3095–3113
   assisting bodies, 3107–3110
      ICRC Advisory Service on International Humanitarian Law, 3109
      Model Law on the Emblems, 3109
      Model Law Geneva Conventions (Consolidation) Act, 3109
      national committees on international humanitarian law, 3107–3108
      National Societies, 3110, 3113
      ‘at all times’/in time of peace and war, 199, 3095
   compliance record, 3111–3113
   implementing legislation
      examples, 3100
      legislative basis, need for, 3096
      monist vs. dualist approaches, 3100
      penalties, provision for, 3101
      stand-alone legislation vs. incorporation of GC provisions in a variety of laws, 3100
   non-legislative measures, 3102
      awareness-raising campaigns, 3094, 3102, 3105, 3112
      eBay’s Prohibited Items Policy, 3102
      ICANN initiatives, 3102
      obligatory nature, 146, 3095, 3111
   preventive measures, 3103
      red crystal/third Protocol emblem’ (AP III Art. 6[1]), extension of GC I Art. 54 obligations to, 3106
   repressive measures, 3104
      criminal/civil proceedings, 3093, 3105
      summary of provision, 3095–3096
Montreux Document on Private Military and Security Companies (2008), 144, 182

Multinational operations (including UN peackeeping operations)

- applicability of common Art. 1 [respect for the Convention], 133–137
- obligation to opt out of multinational operation if there is an expectation of possible violations of Conventions, 161
- applicability of own State's humanitarian law obligations, 513
- Application of the Geneva Conventions by the UN Emergency Forces [20th International Conference, Res. XXV], 136, 137
- command and control, 134–137
- of international organization, 250–252
- UN command and control, 246–247
- definition, 133, 245
- distinctive emblem, use of, 2639
- avoidance of use of a double emblem, 2639
- missions under UN auspices, 2639
- occupation by [common Art. 2(2)], 290, 333–341
- Parties to the conflict, classification as, 248–252
- applicability of GC/IHL as trigger, 245–247, 411–412
- attribution of responsibility under international law as test, 251–252
- both the organization and contributing States as parties to the conflict, 248, 511
- command and control as determining factor, 246–252, 509–511
- individual States, 249
- internationalization of conflict, 413
- in non-international conflicts, 404, 411–413, 445–446, 510
- prevailing facts test, 245, 411–412, 446
- shared status, 252
- State responsibility considerations, 135
- training obligations, 136, 140

Murder (GC I Art. 12(2)) [as prohibited act against the wounded and sick], 1401–1404
- motivation/mercy killings, 1404
- murder, elements of, 1403

Murder, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(a)] [non-international armed conflict], 596–600
- customary international law, 596, 881
- international criminal responsibility, 599 n. 366
- ‘murder’ elements
  - acts or omissions, 599
  - intention or recklessness, 599
  - killing or causing death of protected person, 599
- treaty provisions related to
  - ‘wilful killing’ [international armed conflict] vs. ‘murder’ [non-international conflict], 598, 1402

‘murder’/‘wilful killing’, definitions: see also wilful killing
- absence of definition, 597, 1401
- as crime against humanity, 597
- interchangeability of terms, 598, 1402, 2950
- killing in the course of hostilities, exclusion, 600
- murder ‘of all kinds’ [common Art. 3(1)(a)], 597
- national laws on, variation, 597, 1401
- as war crime, 881

Murder/wilful killing as a grave breach (GC I Art. 50), 2950–2959
- material element [killing or causing the death of a protected person], 2937, 2951–2959
- ‘killing’/‘causing death’, interchangeability, 2953
- omissions as, 2954
- proof of death, 2955
- substantial contribution, sufficiency, 2952
- mental element/mens rea [GC I Art. 50: wilful killing/murder]
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‘indirect intent’, 2957, 2958
premeditation, relevance, 2958
‘reckless’/‘dol éventuel’/‘dolus eventualis’, 296–298
‘wilful’, 2956

mutilation, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(a)/GC I Art. 15(1)], 601–611
customary international law, 601, 611, 881, 1512
definition, 602–606
‘disfigure’/‘spoil’, 605
ordinary meaning ‘injure or damage severely . . . disfigure’, 602
‘permanent’ as ‘lasting indefinitely, not temporary’, 604
‘permanently disfiguring’/‘permanently disabling or removing an organ’, 603
‘physical mutilation’, 602
examples, 606
mutilation of dead bodies, 611, 1512
mutilation as punishment under domestic law, 610
as serious violation of
common Article 3, 887
laws and customs of war in non-international armed conflicts, 887
sexual violence as, 704
‘strict medical grounds’ exception, 607–610
as war crime, 881, 1512

national committees on international humanitarian law, 2763, 3107
National Societies, role and status
charitable activities in peacetime, 2052, 2099
dissemination of the Convention (GC I Art. 47), 2752, 2761, 3110
examples of cooperation, 2052
extension of activities to soldiers in captivity and civilians, 2052
GC I Art. 26 role and role as auxiliaries to the public authorities in the humanitarian field
distinguished, 2087 n. 80, 2098, 2100, 2670
organization of emergency relief operations . . . as provided in the Geneva Conventions
(Movement Statutes 3(2)), 2057 n. 22
post-1949 developments, 2097–2100
National Societies and voluntary aid societies, protection of staff on the same footing as
personnel named in GC I Art. 24 (GC I Art. 26), 2045–2100: see also retained
personnel (medical and religious personnel) [GC I Art. 28]
applicability to National Societies entrusted with assistance to military medical services of
own country in the context of international armed conflict, 2045
developments since 1949 [National Societies], 2086–2093
rarity of application of provision, 2047, 2086–2087, 2097–2100
role as auxiliaries to the public authorities in the humanitarian field distinguished, 2087, 2098, 2100
distinctive emblem, right to wear as protective device, 2084, 2567 n. 3, 2587: see also
distinctive emblem [including Emblem Regulations] [protective/indicative use]
‘duly recognized and authorized by their own governments’, 2050, 2061–2066
‘authorization’, definition, 2066
as cumulative requirements, 2061
limitation to one ‘National Society’ [principle of unity] [ICRC Statutes 4(2)], 2064
notification to other High Contracting Parties (GC I Art. 26[2]) distinguished, 2061
recognition, 2062–2063
‘employed on the same duties’ (GC I Art. 26[1]), 2045
falling into enemy hands, consequences [GC I Art. 28, 30 and 31], 2084
guarantee of identical treatment, limitation to the law applicable to the conduct of hostilities,
Index

National Societies and voluntary aid societies (cont.)
notification of name of the Society to other High Contracting Parties (GC I Art. 26(2))
applicability to both National Societies and other voluntary aid societies, 2067
desirability of notification to all High Contracting Parties including neutral Powers, 2069
form/procedure, 2069
notification as responsibility of the State, 2069
as ‘protected persons’, recognized societies of a neutral country (GC I Art. 27(1))
distinguished, 2085
receipt of notification as trigger for start of respect and protection obligations, 2068
recognition/authorization (GC I Art. 26(1)) distinguished, 2061
status of facilities and equipment used in furtherance of their role, 2085
sufficiency for the start of respect and protect obligations, 2072
timing, 2067, 2070–2072
persons covered/requirements
exclusive engagement/permanent assignment to one or more GC I Art. 24 activities, 2074
extension of treatment to civilians, effect/AP I Art. 8(a), 2075
place of employment, relevance, 2075
proof of status/means of identification under GC I Art. 40(2), 2073
status of facilities and equipment used in furtherance of their role, 2085
persons covered/requirements
exclusive engagement/permanent assignment to one or more GC I Art. 24 activities, 2074
extension of treatment to civilians, effect/AP I Art. 8(a), 2075
place of employment, relevance, 2075
proof of status/means of identification under GC I Art. 40(2), 2073
status of facilities and equipment used in furtherance of their role, 2085
respect and protection, entitlement to
‘in all circumstances’ (‘who may be employed’), 2084
as protected persons under GC I Art. 26, 2084
violations
acts listed under GC I Art. 50 as grave breaches, 2084
belligerent reprisals (GC I Art. 46), 2084, 2742
Societies covered, 2057–2060
‘staff’, 2071
‘subject to military laws and regulations’, 1788 n. 20, 2076–2080
civilian status, continuity, 2080
as condition for acceptance of provision, 2050
‘incorporation’, 2078 n. 57
obligation to obey lawful orders, 2078
as subjection of staff, not the society, 2077, 2090
wearing of uniform, 2080
timing, 2070, 2072
nationality, differentiation on grounds of
justification, 567, 571–572
prohibition, 1392–1396, 1421
neutral Powers (GC I Art. 4), obligation to apply provisions of Convention by analogy, 908–940
applicability to
‘non-belligerent’ States, 918
overflights by medical aircraft, 2494
permanently neutral States, 918
Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8), 918
humanitarian obligations of neutral powers and substantive law of neutrality distinguished, 910, 918
‘neutral Powers’, 916–919
change of status to ‘Party to international armed conflict’, determination as matter for IHL, 909, 917
Chapter VII operations and, 2485
customary international law, 916
interchangeability of terms (‘neutral Power’ (GC I Art. 4, GC I Art. 8(1)), GC I Art. 10(4), GC I Art. 11(2), GC I Art. 37(1)/‘neutral State’ (GC I Art. 10(2)/‘neutral territory’ (GC I Art. 11(2), GC I Art. 37(3)/‘neutral country’ (GC I Art. 27(1), GC I Art. 27(4))/‘neutral Government’ (GC I Art. 27(2)), GC I Art. 43)), 916, 2120 n. 32
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non-discrimination obligation, 176
protected persons, 914–915, 921–925
exclusions, 922
medical personnel [persons covered by GC I Art. 24 and 27], 914, 921
missing persons, 922
retained personnel [GC I Art. 28], 2163
wounded and sick [persons covered by GC I Art. 12(1)/GC I Art. 13], 921: see also prisoners of war (GC III)
‘received, interned or found’, 923–925
applicability of more detailed rules, 925
presence of person regardless of cause or lawfulness, sufficiency, 924
‘received’ (medical persons and chaplains)/‘interned’ (wounded and sick persons)/‘found’ (dead persons) distinguished, 923
recording of information (GC I Art. 16(1)), 1544
medical personnel of a recognized society of a neutral country [GC I Art. 27/GC I Art. 32], 939
obligation to prevent further participation of auxiliary medical personnel (GC I Art. 25) in military operations, 938
obligation to return to Party to the conflict to which they belong [GC I Art. 30], 937
respect and protection in accordance with GC I Art. 12, 934–936
wounded and sick [GC I Art. 12], 1335

neutrality, law of
continuing validity post-UNC provisions on collective security, 910
IHL and law of neutrality as parallel, complementary regimes, 908
international armed conflict, limitation to/trigger
applicability to States Party to and to State not Party to, 909
declaration of war, 205
outbreak of international armed conflict, 908
recognition of belligerency, 360, 361

neutrality of impartial humanitarian organizations, 798, 1164

non-discrimination/'without adverse distinction' obligation (common Art. 3), 565–580
prohibited grounds, 568
general/neural policies having discriminatory effect, 573
nationality: see nationality, differentiation on grounds of ‘or other similar criteria’, 568
political opinion, 572 n. 332

non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3)
applicability of
customary international humanitarian law, 517
human rights law, 517
humanitarian treaties other than the Conventions including AP II, 517
binding force ‘each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply’, 503–517
‘as a minimum, the following provisions’, 514–517
automaticity, 504, 514
combatant immunity and, 504, 531
as customary international law, 505
equality of Parties, 504
multinational forces, 509–513: see also multinational operations [including UN peacekeeping operations]
applicability of own State’s humanitarian law obligations, 513
command and control as determining factor, 509–511
engagement against State or non-State Party distinguished, 510
as non-Parties to the Conventions/customary international law, 511–512
non-State armed groups, 505–508, 691, 735
mechanism/basis for, 507
special agreements and, 854
Index

non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3) (cont.)
compliance/responsibility for breach: see individual criminal responsibility (non-international armed conflict (common Art. 3)), State responsibility (non-international armed conflict (common Art. 3))
conduct of hostilities, relevance, 540–549
cross-border hostilities/extraterritorial intervention, effect on classification as non-international conflict, 453, 455, 465–482
applicability in ‘home’ territory of intervening State, 473
concurrent international and non-international armed conflict, 474 n.199, 477
global/transnational non-international armed conflict, 478–482
‘in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties’, 466
involvement of one or more foreign States in non-international armed conflict, 473
non-State armed group acting on behalf of neighbouring country, 477
non-State armed group operating from neighbouring country, 477
‘spillover’ conflicts, 474–476, 478
customary international law, 353, 505, 520, 543
‘enemy’, difficulty of identifying, 546
entry into force of Conventions, immediate effect (GC I Art. 62), 3243–3244
geographical scope of application of IHL, 452–482
grade breaches regime (GC I Art. 49), non-applicability, 871, 878, 2903–2905, 2907
humanitarian organizations, role (common Art. 3(2)): see ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities (non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3(2)))
impartial humanitarian bodies, role: see ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities (non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3(2)))
‘internal’ non-international armed conflict, applicability of IHL in areas where hostilities are few, 455–464
non-reciprocal nature of common Art. 3 obligations, 562
Parties to non-international armed conflict, 393–413: see also special agreements (non-international armed conflict (common Art. 3(3)), legal status of Parties (common Art. 3(4)) (‘shall not affect’)
control by an intervening foreign State over a non-State armed group that is Party to the conflict, 406–409: see also non-State armed groups, State control over non-State armed group
‘High Contracting Parties’ and ‘Parties to the conflict’ distinguished, 506
involvement of non-State Party as distinguishing feature: see also government, effectiveness as determining criterion for classification as; statehood, criteria
involvement of one or more foreign States in a non-international armed conflict, 402–405, 473
differentiated approach depending on which side foreign State supports, 404–421
proposed application of IHL in relations between all Parties, rejection, 403, 416–421
risk of different legal regimes applying in parallel, 405
‘violence of a certain intensity’ criterion, applicability, 445–446
legal status (common Art. 3(4)) (‘shall not affect’), 531, 825, 860, 861–869
multinational forces, 411–413, 445–446: see also multinational operations (including UN peacekeeping operations)
protection of persons no longer participating in as key common Art. 3 objective, 31, 467, 519, 585
reservations, 126 n. 1
scope of application/classification as conflict not of an international character, 384–502
absence of central authority to identify/classify situation as an armed conflict, 392
good faith obligation, 392
ICRC and, 392
likelihood of differing assessments, 392 n. 75
national/international tribunals, 392
UN/regional organizations, 392
Index

absence of definition/criteria, 384, 468 n. 187
AP II Art. 1 qualification of ‘internal disturbances and tensions’ as ‘not being armed conflicts’, applicability, 386, 418
consequences of, 386
equality of Parties, 504
geographical scope of application of IHL, 452–458
‘internal’ non-international armed conflict, applicability of IHL in areas where hostilities are few, 455–464
international and non-international armed conflict distinguished, 391
prevailing facts test, 387, 392, 487, 496
temporal scope, 483–502
threshold test, 387, 422–437, 447–451
special agreements: see special agreements [non-international armed conflict] [common Art. 3(3)]
temporal scope of application of IHL [end of non-international conflict], 485–496
continuing applicability for as long as situation for which common Art. 3 provides protection continues, 485, 497–502
AP II Art. 2(2), 5 and 67, 499, 501
criteria, 488–494
disappearance of one of the Parties, 489
lasting cessation of hostilities, 491
‘peaceful settlement’, 487, 490–493
stability of situation, 492–496
criteria, evidence of, 495
human rights law/domestic law as appropriate legal regime, 502
prevailing facts test, 487, 496
temporal scope of application of IHL [general], 483–502
absence of provision in common Art. 3, AP I and AP II, 483
‘existence’ of non-international conflict as trigger, 484
‘at any time’, 581–583
‘occurring’, 483
threshold test/criteria [general], 414–450
international and non-international armed conflicts distinguished, 416
legitimate use of force by State to control violence within its border, 414, 563
threshold test/criteria [political purpose], rejection, 447–451
threshold test/criteria [protracted armed confrontations between organized Parties conducted with violence of a certain intensity], 387, 422–437
cumulative nature, 434
cyber operations, 436–437: see also cyber operations as potential trigger for international armed conflict
intensity of violence
AP II Art. 1(2) distinguished, 431
applicability in case of multilateral or foreign armed forces in a pre-existing armed conflict, 445–446
‘hostilities of collective character or government obliged to use military force’, 431
ICTY’s indicative factors, 432–434
‘organized Parties’
ICTY jurisprudence, 430
non-State armed groups with forces under command structure and the capacity to sustain military operations, 429, 534, 690
State armed forces, 429
prevailing facts test, 427, 435
‘protracted’/duration as independent criterion, 438–444
as sole test, 451
Index

non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3)(cont.)
use of distinctive emblem (AP II Art. 12), 772–777
non-State armed groups’ right to use, 774
‘without adverse distinction’ obligation: see non-discrimination/‘without adverse distinction’
obligation (common Art. 3)
wounded and sick: see wounded and sick in non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3(2))
non-Parties to Conventions: see application of the Convention (common Art. 2), Party to conflict
not a Party to the Conventions (common Art. 2(3))
non-refoulement obligation/prohibition on transfer (common Art. 3), 708–716
applicability, 713–714
customary international law, 709
definition, 709
as transfer of control, 714
en masse refoulement of persons fleeing armed conflict distinguished, 709 n. 635
interpretation ‘in light of the parallel provisions in human rights law’, 712
individual good faith assessment of risk of breach of human rights, 715
post-transfer monitoring, 716
non-renunciation of rights (GC I Art. 7), 987–1002
acquisition of new rights, 996–997
civilians, 998
repatriation of civilians following detention or internment, 999
return of wounded and sick (CG I Art. 15) and medical and religious personnel (CG I Art. 30), 999
medical and religious personnel (GC I Art. 25), 1988
object and purpose, 987–988
protected persons’ right of choice under Conventions, 988
exercise of choice, effect on status, 994
‘rights secured to them’, 1000–1001
special agreements and, 71, 83, 987, 996
‘voluntariness’, rejection as defence to violation of Convention rights, 997
voluntary enlistment in forces of Detaining Power, 995
non-State armed groups
command responsibility, 690
courts convened by, legitimacy/obligations, 689–695: see also fair trial [‘judgment pronounced
by a regularly constituted court, affording all the [indispensable] judicial guarantees’]
(common Art. 3(1)(d)), courts convened by non-State armed groups
belligerent status, 360, 361
in non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3), 131–132: see also non-international
armed conflicts (common Art. 3)
apPLICability of humanitarian law, 388
distinctive emblem, right to use, 774
‘members of the armed forces who have laid down their arms’, applicability, 530–531, 534
non-refoulement obligation, 713
as organized armed groups with forces under command structure and the capacity to sustain
military operations, 429, 534, 690
provision of medical care to, 768
State control over a non-State armed group in third country, effect, 265–273, 406–410
third-State intervention against, 257
third-State support for, 257, 259
obligation to respect/ensure respect for the Convention (common Art. 1), 131–132: see also fair
trial [‘judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the
[indispensable] judicial guarantees’] (GC I Art. 3(1)(d)), courts convened by non-State
armed groups
measures to ensure respect by [including codes of conduct], 183, 735, 857
obligation to apply common Art. 3 [‘shall be bound to apply’], 505–508, 691, 735
State control over non-State armed group
armed groups as agents of State, 273, 889
international criminal responsibility for violation of common Art. 3(1) and, 889
as internationalization of conflict not of an international character, 265–273
‘overall control’ vs. ‘effective control’ test, 269–273, 329, 407–410
State responsibility rules on attribution of acts of private individuals, applicability, 267–268, 407
non-State entities
exclusion as signatories of the Conventions, 505
special agreements and, 969–971
nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege/non-retroactivity
fair trial and, 685, 2902
violation to life and person, prohibition (common Art. 3(1)(a)) and, 885
occupation (with particular reference to common Art. 2(2) [occupation meeting with no armed resistance]), 285–341
applicability of IHL including all relevant treaties, 193, 210, 291
negative and positive obligations compared, 322
belligerent occupation (common Art. 2(1)) and occupation in the absence of armed conflict distinguished, 193, 285
consent/lack of consent, 288–289
constitutive elements, 301–341
definition, 292–300
effective control test, 301–313
gradual occupation, 321
part of territory still subject to hostilities, relevance, 302, 316
end of occupation, 305–313
continuing applicability of IHL following end of occupation, 310–313
difficulty of determining, 305
effective control test, 306
identity of criteria with those for beginning of occupation, 306
partial withdrawal, 307–308
as ‘hostile’ occupation, 288
occupation by multinational force operating under Security Council resolution, 333–341
absence of consent of host State, 336
compatibility of special status with military occupation concept, 333–336
fulfilment of conditions for occupation, sufficiency/likelihood of meeting, 335
jus ad bellum/jus in bello distinction, significance, 245, 334
‘multinational force’, 133, 245
Occupying Power, classification as
international organization with command and control, 337
State with effective control, 338
State-led force, 338–341
States with functional responsibilities, 339–340
prevailing facts test, 334
occupation by proxy/indirect control
armed groups acting as agent of foreign State, 328–332
effective link test, 331
existing or newly appointed indigenous government, 330
occupation of territory with unclear international status/limitation to ‘States’, 323–327
‘military authority over the territory of the hostile State’, 323
occupation by State not recognized sovereign of occupied territory as test, 324–327
‘territory of a High Contracting Party’ (common Art. 2[2]), 323
reason for inclusion of Common Art. 2[2], 286
temporal scope, 318–322
territorial scope, 314–317
offer of services [common Art. 3(2)]: see ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations, activities [general] (common Art. 3/GC I Art. 9)

Order of Knights of Malta, 2058, 2094

Order of St John of Jerusalem, 2058, 2094

outrages upon personal dignity, prohibition including in particular humiliating and degrading treatment [common Art. 3(1)[e]], 663–673

definition of ‘outrages upon personal dignity’, 664–673

absence of GC/AP definition, 664

cruel treatment/torture, overlap, 671

‘humiliating’ and ‘degrading’, distinguishability, 670

ICC/Art. 8(2)(c)(ii), 667–668

ICTY case law, 664–666

mutilation of dead bodies, 1512

‘outrage’ [ordinary meaning], 667

outrages against dead bodies, 668

‘real and serious’ humiliation, 666

sexual violence (including AP II Art. 4(2)(3)), 705–707

examples, 672–673

outrage as war crime, 881

relevant factors

cumulative effect of acts not in themselves an outrage on personal dignity, 665

duration, 665

gravity of act, 664

victim’s awareness of humiliation, 669

treaties and similar international instruments relating to, 663, 705

pacta sunt servanda [VCLT Art. 26]: see interpretation of Geneva Conventions and Protocols, applicable rules [VCLT Arts. 31–33]; respect for the Convention [common Art. 1]

peace agreements

agreements for temporary suspension distinguished, 275

armistice agreements distinguished, 275

diminishing use of/desuetude, 274–276

as special agreements [common Art. 3(3)], 850

peacekeeping operations: see international organizations, multinational operations [including UN peacekeeping operations]; occupation [with particular reference to common Art. 2(2) (occupation meeting with no armed resistance)], occupation by multinational force operating under Security Council resolution

peacetime obligations, applicability of Convention[s] to [common Art. 2(1)]

obligation to respect/ensure respect for [common Art. 1], 127–129, 145, 185, 199–200

‘in all circumstances’, 127–129, 185

penal sanctions for grave breaches [GC I Art. 49], 2818–2905: see also extradition [GC I Art. 49(2)]; grave breaches [GC I Art. 50]; classification as ‘shall be those’; immunity from jurisdiction; international criminal law

defences

failure to reach agreement on [1949], 2832, 2835, 2853, 2856

military necessity, exclusion unless specifically provided for, 1367, 1425, 1803, 3013

superior orders

exclusion [ICTY, ICTR, ICC and SCSL Statutes and UNTAET Regulation No. 2000/15], 2845

as long-standing rule, 2856

as mitigating factor, 2856

‘effective penal sanctions’, characteristics/requirements, 2838–2846

effectiveness of GC I Art. 49, 2888–2893

general principles of international criminal law, possibility of conflict with 1949 Diplomatic Conference, 2833–2837
Index

failure to reach agreement on defences, 2832, 2835, 2853, 2856
failure to reach agreement on individual criminal responsibility, 2835, 2853
‘grave breaches’ as chosen term, 2837
‘hand over’ [GC I Art. 49(2)], 2879
as innovation, 2818
option to surrender accused to international tribunal, rejection, 2836
‘safeguards of proper trial and defence’ [GC I Art. 49(4)], 2900
‘suppression’/‘faire cesser’ [GC I Art. 49(3)], 2895
undertaking to enact implementing legislation [GC I Art. 49(1)], 2834
universal jurisdiction, 2865
amnesties, 2845
ne bis in idem, 2848 n. 76
statutory limitation, 2845
superior orders defence, 2845
incorporation/integration of grave breaches in national legislation, options, 2847–2853
compliance record, 2890–2891
dependence on existing criminal law, 2848
generic criminalization of all serious violations of IHL, 2849
mixed generic/specific approach, 2851
monist vs. dualist approaches, 2847
principles of legality/specificity, 2849
specific criminalization, 2850–2852
international cooperation and mutual assistance obligations, post-1949 developments, 2892
jurisdiction [GC I Art. 49(2)]: see jurisdiction in relation to grave offences (obligation to search for and prosecute or extradite/aut dedere aut judicare) [GC I Art. 49(2)]
non-international armed conflicts, applicability in, 2903–2905: see also non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3), grave breaches regime [GC I Art. 49],
on-applicability
obligation to enact implementing legislation [GC I Art. 49(1)], 2838–2852
compliance record, 2857–2858
general principles of international criminal law, desirability of inclusion, 2845
as obligation of all High Contracting Parties, 2838, 2839, 2860
as peacetime obligation, 199
as unconditional obligation ‘undertake’ with immediate effect, 2839
uniformity of provisions, desirability, 2844
‘without delay’
AP I Art. 80 provision for, 2838
objections to fixing a time limit, 2834
safeguards of proper trial and defence [GC I Art. 49(4)]: see judicial guarantees [GC I Art. 49(4)]
[‘safeguards of proper trial and defence’]
penal sanctions for violations of the Convention other than grave breaches [GC I Art. 49(3)], 2894–2898: see also enquiry procedure [GC I Art. 52]
perfidy [AP I Art. 37(1)], 1359, 1842, 2000, 2042, 2389, 2635
persons protected under common Article 3 (common Art. 3(1)) (‘persons taking no active part in the hostilities’ including persons hors de combat), 518–549
‘active part in hostilities’, 524–526
civilians, 521
non-combatant members of armed forces (medical and religious personnel), 522, 533
Party’s own armed forces, 547–549
persons hors de combat, 535–539
demobilized or disengaged members of the armed forces, 539
effect/requirements, 537–539
English and French texts compared, 521 n. 256, 530 n. 266
‘in the power of the enemy’, relevance, 518, 537, 540, 542, 544–546
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persons protected under common Article 3 (common Art. 3(1)) (cont.)
members of armed forces, 523, 529–534: see also ‘armed forces’ (common Art. 3)
applicability to non-State armed groups, 530
‘armed forces’, 529–530
medical and religious personnel, 533
organized armed groups under command of State Party to the conflict as, 532
‘provided he abstains from any hostile act and does not attempt to escape’, 538
‘who have laid down their arms’
customary international humanitarian law, 539
distinguished, 535
individual laying down, sufficiency, 535
protection of persons no longer participating in as key common Art. 3 objective, 31, 467, 519,
572, 585
explicit delimitations, 519
‘the application of these provisions does not affect the legal status of the Parties to the conflict’
(common Art. 3(4)), 531
‘without any adverse distinction’, 545
pillage, prohibition
definition, 1494, 1615
acts of combatants or civilians, 1495
‘despoliation’ (GC I Art. 15) as, 1512
force or ‘without consent’, 1494
lawful appropriation of property distinguished, 1496
booty of war, 1496
requisition for the needs of the army of occupation (HR Arts. 52, 53, and 55/GC IV Arts. 55
and 57), 1496
seizure of property imperatively demanded by the necessities of war (HR Art. 23(g)), 1497
nexus with armed conflict, need for, 1496
organized pillage vs. acts of individual, 1495
taking of items from dead persons, 1615
medical facilities or transport, 770
prohibition under HR (1907), GC I Art. 15 and customary international law, 1615
wounded and sick, obligation to protect against (GC I Art. 15(1), 152, 1492–1499
population’s role (GC I Art. 18): see civilian population’s role regarding the wounded and sick
(GC I Art. 18)
preamble (1949 Conventions)
AP preambles distinguished, 101
brevity, 100–101, 109–112
drafting difficulties, 105–106
pre-1949 Conventions compared, 102, 112
Stockholm Conference draft, 104
preambles: see also preamble (1949 Conventions)
as aid to establishing object and purpose, 29, 109–112
legal status, 107 n. 3, 109
optional nature, 109
preparatory work/drafting history, relevance for interpretation (VCLT Art. 32)
practice relating to, 47–50
value outside strict terms of VCLT Art. 32, 48–49
prioritization of medical treatment for ‘urgent medical reasons’ (GC I Art. 12(3)), 1421–1425: see
also women, obligation to treat with ‘all due consideration’ (GC I Art. 12(4))
exclusion of
military necessity, 1425
nationality, 1421
individualollective distinctions, 1423, 1424
medical ethics/professional etiquette as governing factor, 1422
relevant criteria, 1423
Index  

prisoners of war

classification of situation as armed conflict, importance, 239
seriously wounded and sick prisoners of war [GC III Art. 109–117]
applicability of GC I Art. 4, 921
persons becoming wounded/sick before and after falling into enemy hands distinguished, 921

prize law

booty of war distinguished, 2477
declaration of war, relevance, 205

property of aid societies (GC I Art. 34), 2342–2359: see also buildings and material of medical units and establishments (GC I Art. 33), return of personnel belonging to neutral countries [GC I Art. 32], ‘effects, personal articles and valuables and the instruments, arms and if possible the means of transport belonging to them’ [GC I Art. 32(4)]
applicability
aid societies working other than as auxiliaries to the armed forces’ medical service, protection under GC IV Arts. 57 and 63, 2347
all property of aid societies regardless of nature or ownership, 2346
buildings and materials of aid societies, 2343, 2345
real and personal property aid societies admitted to the privileges of the Convention [GC I Art. 34(1)], aid societies duly recognized and authorized under GC I Art. 26, 2342
appropriation as a grave breach [GC I Art. 50]/individual criminal responsibility, 2352
private property, treatment as [GC I Art. 34(1)]/not booty of war, 88, 2344–2347
‘real and personal property’ [GC I Art. 34(1)]
requisition ‘shall not be exercised except’ [GC I Art. 34(2)], 2348–2352
‘in case of urgent necessity’/medical need, 2349, 2422
medical aircraft following involuntary landing [GC I Art. 35(5)], 2478
proper arrangements for the care of the wounded and sick concerned, 2349
requisition as right derived from/dependent on occupation, 2348
‘welfare of the wounded and sick’ vs. ‘le sort des blessés et des malades’, 2351
seizure in situation of occupation [HR Art. 53(2)], 2353
seizure other than in a situation of occupation, 2354
proportionality, inclusion of wounded and sick in assessment [AP I Art. 51(5)[b]], 1355–1357
protected persons (GC I Arts. 12 and 13 [wounded and sick members of armed forces], Art. 15 [the dead], Art. 24 [military medical and religious personnel], Art. 25 [auxiliary medical personnel], Art. 26 [personnel of aid societies], Art. 27 [medical personnel of societies of neutral countries] [international armed conflict], 1443–1462
civilian crews of merchant ships and civil aircraft, 1458–1459
inhabitants of non-occupied territory participating in a levée en masse [GC I Art. 13(6)], 1458
‘members of other militias and members of other volunteer corps’, criteria [GC I Art. 13(2)], 1452
including organized resistance groups, 1452
‘members of regular armed forces who profess allegiance to government not recognized by Detaining Power’ [CG I Art. 13(3)], 1454–1455
GC I obligations arising prior to determination of GC I Art. 13 status, 1460
‘members of the armed forces’ [GC I Art. 13(1)], 1452
‘armed forces’, 1452
persons not listed in GC I Art. 13, protection of/entitlement of wounded and sick to medical care regardless of status, 1460–1462
‘[p]ersons who accompany the armed forces without actually being members thereof’ (GC I Art. 13(4)), 1456–1457
reservation (Guinea-Bissau)/rejection by the Federal Republic of Germany, the United States of America and the United Kingdom, 516
protected persons (cont.)
specification of persons who, on being wounded or falling sick, are protected by GC I, 1443–1449
wounded and sick in enemy hands: see wounded and sick who fall into enemy hands (GC I Art. 14)
wounded and sick members of Parties’ own armed forces (GC I Art. 13[1]), 1451

Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8), 1003–1119: see also execution of Convention (GC I Arts. 45–8); neutral Powers (GC I Art. 4), obligation to apply provisions of Convention by analogy; Protecting Powers, Substitutes for (GC I Art. 10)
absence/break of diplomatic and consular relations as context for, 1004, 1006, 1011, 1018–1019, 1037–1039
applicability of GC I Art. 4 (neutral powers), 918
appointment of Protecting Powers, 1043–1060
as lynchpin of compliance monitoring system, 1004, 1013, 1182
’shall be applied’/’sera appliquée’ (GC I Art. 8[1]), 1013, 1043–1045
as diplomatic law institution
applicable law and, 1047
diplomatic functions (VCDR Art. 3[1]), 1016
diplomatic protection and, 1062–1063
extension to monitoring of protected persons in enemy hands, 1011
‘Geneva mandate’ vs. ‘Vienna mandate’, 1035–1042
limitation of appointment as Protected Power to States as consequence, 1047
performance of Protecting Power tasks by diplomatic officials (VCDR Art. 45), 1035
receiving State’s approval of Protecting Power’s delegates and, 1057
duties of Protecting Powers: see Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8), duties
neutral Powers, dependence of system on, 910, 1034
obligation of neutral State to accept mandate when asked, whether there is an, 1051–1052
‘Power of Origin’, 1050
reciprocity, relevance, 373
representatives and delegates of the Protecting Powers
facilitation of task (GC I Art. 8[2]), 1107–1109
limitations on role (GC IV Art. 8[3]), 1110–1113
rights and obligations of Protecting Power/mandate (agreement between the Power of Origin and the Protecting Power), 1049–1053: see also Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8), duties
rights and obligations of receiving State (agreement between the Protecting Power and the receiving State), 1054–1059
sources of international law governing, 1034–1042, 1047
special agreements, negotiation of, 1067
special agreements/non-derogability from GC I Arts. 8 and 10 provisions, 959 n. 17, 1060
training obligations, 1059

Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8), duties, 1061–1106: see also Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8), rights and obligations of receiving State (agreement between the Protecting Power and the receiving State)
as channel of communication/intermediary, 1065–1067
good offices (GC I Art. 11, GC IV Art. 12), 1065–1068, 1076
transmission of official translations of Geneva Conventions, implementing laws and regulations, (GC I Art. 48), 1077, 2797
cooperation in the implementation of the Convention (GC I Art. 8[1]), 1064–1068
conciliation procedure (GC I Art. 11) and, 1272: see also conciliation (GC I Art. 11)
Index

facilitation of the task of representatives or delegates of the Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8(2)), 1107
investigation of alleged violations, 3029
refusal to accept Protecting Power's delegates as possible violation, 1058
cooporative nature of relationship between Protecting Power and receiving State, 1073
diplomatic protection compared, 1062–1063
scrutiny, 1069–1074
tasks related to civilians, 1099–1106
civilians in occupied territory, 1095–1097
foreign national in territory of the Parties to the conflict, 1071, 1088, 1092–1094
supervision of distribution of medical and religious supplies and items for women and children [GC IV Art. 23(3)], 1090
tasks related to prisoners of war [scrutiny role/rights], 1079–1087
transmission of information [GC I Art. 16(3)], 1590

Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8)/substitute Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 10), post-1949
practice/decline in or absence of, 52, 1045–1046, 1114–1119, 1250–1251, 2797 n. 14, 3029
appointment of Protecting Power as obligation, whether there is, 1013, 1043–1045, 1115
appointment of substitute as obligation, whether there is, 1013, 1043–1045, 1253
desuetude distinguished, 1045
suggested reasons for [Protecting Powers], 1117–1119
suggested reasons for [substitutes], 1254–1258
as threat to monitoring mechanisms/treaty-based protection system, 1116

Protecting Powers, substitutes for [GC I Art. 10], 1181–1258
applicability, 1211
developments since 1949, 1252–1258: see also Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 8)/substitute Protecting Powers (GC I Art. 10), post-1949 practice/decline in or absence of
equivalence of rights and responsibilities of Protecting Powers and substitutes (GC I Art. 10(6)), 1250–1251
historical precedents, 1189–1198
‘humanitarian functions’ mandate [GC I Art. 10(3)], 1223–1238
ICRC as, 1198
international armed conflict, limitation to, 1187
object and purpose, to make up for the too frequent absence of a Protecting Power, 1210
replacement of Protecting Power distinguished, 1184–1185
reservations, 147, 1205
safeguard clause/assurances from substitutes [GC I Art. 10(4)], 1222, 1242–1246
special agreements/non-derogability from GC I Arts. 8, 10 provisions [GC I Art. 10(5)], 959 n. 17, 1187, 1247–1249
‘substitute’ [AP I Art. 2(d)], 1186
substitution scenarios
appointment by agreement between the High Contracting Parties [GC I Art. 10(1)], 1208, 1213–1219
choice as a sequential process, 1209
replacement of Protecting Powers by a humanitarian organization such as the ICRC [GC I Art. 10(3)], 1208, 1228–1241
unilateral appointment by Detaining Power [GC I Art. 10(2)], 1208, 1220–1227, 1242–1246
unilateral appointment by Detaining Power [GC I Art. 10(2)], reservation, 1223–1226

protection and care of the wounded and sick [GC I Art. 12]: see wounded and sick in international armed conflicts, protection and care [GC I Art. 12]

rape
as torture, 637, 703, 2966
as war crime [ICC Art. 8(2)(e)(vi)1–6], 707
ratification [GC I Art. 57], 3153–3177
accession: see accession to the Conventions [GC I Art. 60]
authorization to ratify/validity of ratification [VCLT Art. 7], 3165
date of [date of deposit of instruments of] [VCLT Art. 16(b)], 3157
domestic law procedure, 3157–3158
means of deposit, 3164
obligation following signature, whether, 3138, 3162
obligation not to defeat object and purpose [VCLT Art. 18(a)] following, 3159
place of deposit (’Berne’), 3163
ratifications/universality, 64, 342, 3162, 3201, 3205
record and communication [GC I Art. 57(2)], 3174–3177, 3310–3311
requirements [specification of treaty in question/clear expression of will to be bound/reservations made on signature], 3166
reservations: see reservations
signatories: see also signature of the Conventions [GC I Art. 56]
requirement for, 3147
timetable [‘as soon as possible’], 3162
recording and forwarding of information [GC I Art. 16], 1527–1631
dead, explicit inclusion, 1546: see also dead, prescriptions regarding [GC I Art. 17]; dead persons, obligations towards
death certificates and personal items: see dead persons, prescriptions regarding certificates and personal items [GC I Art. 16(4)]
Enforced Disappearance Convention [2006] compared, 1528
forwarding and transmittal of information [GC I Art. 16(3)], 1585–1631
forwarding to the information bureau, 1586
information bureau’s obligation to transmit ‘as soon as possible’ [GC I Art. 16(3)]/’immediately’ [GC III Art. 122(3)], 1592
obligatory nature of both stages [forwarding and transmittal], 1594
as soon as possible, including electronic transmission, 1587
summary of procedure, 1585
transmittal to the Central Tracing Agency, 1591–1593
transmittal to the Power on which the persons depend [GC I Art. 16(3)], 1595–1598
suspension, 1596–1597: see also data protection
transmittal to the Protecting Power, 1590
GC III Arts. 17, 120 and 122, relationship with, 1531–1534
identity cards or discs, 1580
reasons for duplication, 1532–1533
identity disc/double identity disc
attachment to body, need for, 1571, 1619
double identity disc
description, 1658
requirements to ensure effectiveness, 1570
double identity disc as preferred version, 1619, 1666
information bureau [GC III Art. 122], 1586–1587
means of obtaining the particulars, 1579–1584
object and purpose, 1528
obligation to collect belongings, 1484 n. 16, 1529
particulars/content of record [GC I Art. 16(2)], 1558–1584
Circumstances of capture, 1561
designation/identification of the Power on which the person depends, 1561, 1562
importance of identification across all protected person categories, 1558
number, name and date of birth [GC I Art. 16(2)(b)–(c)], 1563
Index

obligation not to confiscate identity card (GC III Art. 17(2)), 1580
particulars concerning date and place of capture or death (GC I Art. 16(2)[g]), 1575–1577
particulars concerning wounds or illness, or cause of death (GC I Art. 16(2)[h]), 1578
particulars on identity card (GC I Art. 16(2)[f]), 1562, 1565–1568
particulars on identity disc (GC I Art. 16(2)[f]), 1569–1574
‘should if possible include’/non-exhaustive nature of list, 1559, 1560
types of particulars, 1561
recording of information, 1540–1557
obligation of Parties to the conflict, 1543, 1557
speed and accuracy, importance of, 1541–1542
recording of particulars, 1550–1557
accuracy/due diligence, 1550
‘as soon as possible’, 1554–1556
as basis for information to be forwarded to the adverse Party, 1550
capture cards (GC III Art. 70), 1557
consistency with data protection requirements (legal obligation, vital interests of data subjects, public interest), 1551
paper vs. electronic, 1550
writing, need for, 1550
transmittal to the Protecting Power and the Central Tracing Agency, 1589–1593
red cross/red crescent: see distinctive emblem
registration (GC I Art. 64), 3302–3316
advantages of, 3307
depository’s role (GC I Art. 64/VCLT Arts. 77(1)[g] and 80[2]), 3303, 3306
non-registration (UNC Art. 102[2]), 3308
notification/registrations of subsequent action relating to a treaty (Regulations to give effect to UNC Art. 102), 3312–3315
as obligation (UNC Art. 102[1]), 3302, 3305, 3306
registration of Geneva Conventions [2 November 1951], 3309
UNTS publication following registration, 3310–3311
religious personnel: see medical and religious personnel
reparation for loss or injury caused by grave breaches/war reparations, prohibition of peace treaties absolving from obligation (GC I Art. 51)
beneficiaries/enforcement of right to reparation, 3025
customary international law, 3022
financial settlements distinguished, 3022
mixed claims commissions/quasi-judicial bodies as modern practice/examples, 3024
‘repairs’, 3021
treaties and similar international instruments with a comparable provision, 3020–3025
waiver of claims under WWII peace treaties, 3021, 3023
waivers not involving a breach of GC I Art. 51, 3021
reparations [war], practice relating to, 3021
reprisals: see belligerent reprisals, prohibition [GC I Art. 46]; countermeasures
requisitioned civilian personnel and means of transport (GC I Art. 35[3]), 2361, 2417–2422
in occupied territory [HR Arts. 52 and 53[2]], 2420
property of aid societies [GC I Art. 34[2]], applicability, 2421–2422: see also property of aid societies [GC I Art. 34], requision ‘shall not be exercised except’ [GC I Art. 34[2]]
requisition of civilian hospitals (GC IV Art. 57) compared, 2422
‘subject to the general rules of international law’, unclear meaning of, 2417–2422
reservations (VCLT Arts. 19–23)
absence of GC provision for, 3115, 3167
acceptance/objection (VCLT Art. 20), 3169–3171
applicability/legal effects (VCLT Art. 21), 1228, 3172
definition (VCLT Art. 2[1][d]), 3169
Index

reservations (VCLT Arts. 19–23) (cont.)
examples, 45, 163, 183, 299, 393, 677, 1205, 1223–1226, 1228, 2537 n. 18, 2550, 2748, 3086–3087
exclusion, 3167–3168
requirements (VCLT Art. 23)
confirmation on ratification of reservations made at time of signature (VCLT Art. 23[2]), 1225, 3150, 3154, 3166, 3168
writing (VCLT Art. 23[1]), 3168
withdrawal, 1226, 3173
respect for common Article 3, measures to enhance compliance, 125, 893–907
diplomatic pressure, 898
dissemination obligation (GC I Art. 47): see dissemination of the Convention (GC I Art. 47)
inclusion of legal advisers in State/non-State armed forces, 896
inclusion of war crimes in domestic legislation, 896
monitoring compliance, 900–903
obligations of non-State armed groups, 899
public denunciation of violations, 898
role of ICRC and other impartial humanitarian organizations (common Art. 3[2]), 902
role of IHFFC (AP I Art. 90), 901
role of UN/Security Council, 903
training of non-State armed groups, 897
respect for the Convention (common Art. 1): see also respect for the Convention (common Art. 1), obligation to ensure
applicability: see also international organizations, obligations; multinational operations
(including UN peacekeeping operations)
to customary international humanitarian law, 126
‘in all circumstances’, 125
international organizations, 138–142
multinational operations, 133–137
non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3), 125, 131–132
as obligation of High Contracting Parties, 131–132
in peacetime: see application of the Convention (common Art. 2, common Art. 3), in peacetime (common Art. 2[1])
conciliation procedure (GC I Art. 11) as means for ensuring, 1275: see also conciliation (GC I Art. 11)
ensure respect for: see respect for the Convention (common Art. 1), obligation to ensure
erga omnes nature of obligations, 71, 119
as means of ensuring compliance with Conventions, 121
non-derogation principle/peremptory norms and, 163, 191
non-State armed groups, 131–132
pacta sunt servanda principle and, 123, 143, 154
special agreements as means of ensuring, 842, 857, 899
State responsibility considerations: see State responsibility
respect for the Convention (common Art. 1), obligation to ensure
1952 Commentary on GC I (Pictet), 120, 148
by High contracting State's armed forces and others whose conduct is attributable to them, 118, 143–149
by other High Contracting Parties and non-State Parties, 119, 120, 125, 153–183
by other High Contracting Parties and non-State Parties (negative obligation not to encourage, aid or assist in violation of the Conventions), 154, 158–163
by other High Contracting Parties and non-State Parties (positive obligation to seek to prevent/bring to an end violations of the Conventions), 154, 164–173
by whole population over which a High Contracting Party exercises authority, 150–152
‘ensure’, 145
as obligation of the ‘High Contracting Parties’, 131–132
Index

‘in all circumstances’, 184–191
abolition of *si omnes* clause and, 184
appli can bility of Conventions in peacetime (including common Art. 2(1]), 127–129, 145, 185, 199–200
‘circumstances precluding wrongfulness’ (ILC 20–25), relevance, 190
differential application, 187
equality/capacity to comply, relevance, 187
* jus ad bellum*/*jus in bello* distinction, 186
legality of war, relevance, 186
non-reciprocal/synallagmatic nature of Conventions/humanitarian law, 71, 119, 188, 562, 1367, 1809
Security Council mandate, relevance, 186
self-defence in response to an armed attack (UNC Art. 51], 186, 190, 191, 215, 243, 563
transfer of obligation to apply Conventions to non-Parties to common Art. 2(3], 184
measures, limits of permissible action, 174–179
measures, overview of possibilities, 180–183
measures for execution (AP I Art. 80(2)], 148
measures implied by Conventions or under customary international law, 148
execution of the Convention [GC I Art. 45], 2708, 2714
measures prescribed by the Conventions, 146–147, 152
measures relevant to non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3], 149, 183
responsibilities of the Contracting Parties in respect of GC I Art. 50 grave breaches [GC I Art. 51], 3017–3025
‘any liability’, 3019
for breach of GC I Art. 49 obligations, 3020, 3021
State responsibility for grave breaches committed by persons under their command, 3022, 3025
as clarification of relationship between State responsibility and individual criminal responsibility, 3017
‘liability’, 3020
as means of ensuring absolute nature of GC I Art. 49 obligation, 3020
peace treaties/armistices, prohibition of provisions absolving from GC I Art. 49 obligations, 3020; see also reparation for loss or injury caused by grave breaches/war reparations, prohibition of peace treaties absolving from (GC I Art. 51)
responsibility of non-State armed groups becoming new State/government (common Art. 3], 890–892
responsibility to protect (R2P)
activities of impartial humanitarian organizations distinguished, 784, 1126
obligation to ensure respect (common Art. 1] distinguished, 179
retained personnel [medical and religious personnel] [GC I Art. 28], 2151–2200: see also return of medical and religious personnel [GC I Art. 30]; return of medical and religious personnel, selection [GC I Art. 31]
applicability non-international armed conflict, whether application by analogy, 2155
personnel on the territory of a neutral Power, application by analogy, 2163
to protected persons under GC I Art. 24 (permanent medical and religious personnel) or GC I Art. 26 (staff of voluntary aid societies), 2151, 2162
continuing obligation of a Detaining Power to provide for medical and spiritual welfare of prisoners [GC I Art. 28(4]), 2152, 2168, 2200, 2215 n. 24
functional basis of protection [GC I Art. 24] as basis, 1949
GC III Art. 33 compared, 2153
Model Agreement [relief of medical and religious personnel], 2160, 2265, 2198–2199
Model Agreement [retention of medical and religious personnel], 2179, 2182, 2198, 2215, 2722 proportions/ratios, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2168, 2230
selection for return, criteria [GC I Art. 31[1]], 2265
Index

retained personnel [medical and religious personnel] [GC I Art. 28] [cont.]

shortcomings, 2160 n. 21, 2167–2168

transfer to another Detaining Power, 2179

nature of obligation

active search [‘medical hunt’], exclusion, 2163
decision to retain as prerogative of Detaining Power on basis of a good faith assessment of
GC I Art. 28(1) conditions, 2230

as exception to rule requiring return [GC I Art. 30] [‘shall be retained only in so far as’ [GC I
Art. 28(1)]]], 2151, 2157, 2164, 2224

purpose, 2151–2152

‘relief’, 2197–2198

relief of retained personnel [GC I Art. 28(3)], 2198–2199: see also Model Agreement [relief
of medical and religious personnel] above

requirements

compliance with medical ethics, 2168

consent of retained persons, relevance, 2230

exclusion of ‘anticipatory’ retention, 2165, 2234

‘indispensable’ [GC I Art. 30]/strict necessity threshold, 2164, 2165, 2167, 2228

proportion/ratios, 2167–2168

requirement by reason of the state of health, the spiritual needs and the number of prisoners
of war, 2165–2168, 2233

retention for the benefit of prisoners of war, 2165, 2234

status of Power retaining personnel as Detaining Power [GC III Art. 4], 2165

special agreements: see Model Agreement [relief of medical and religious personnel] and Model
Agreement [retention of medical and religious personnel] above

status and treatment of retained personnel [GC I Art. 28(2)], 2170–2197

absence of definition/as a separate category subject to distinct regulation, 2170, 2174

continuing status as in the service of their Power of Origin, 2278

determination of status, 2171–2173

entitlement to GC III benefits and protection, humane treatment [GC III Art. 13],

2175

further facilities for carrying out medical or spiritual duties [GC I Art. 28(2)]]], 2181–2197

senior medical officer, 2190–2195

‘shall at least benefit by all the provisions of [GC III]’, 2174–2180, 2196

‘shall continue to carry out … their medical and spiritual duties on behalf of prisoners of
war’, 2181–2185, 2197

‘shall not be deemed prisoners of war, 2170–2173

as unilateral right of Detaining Power, 2169

work outside medical or religious duties [‘shall not be required to perform’] [GC I Art. 28(2)(c)],

2194–2197

return of medical and religious personnel [GC I Art. 30]. 2222–2255: see also retained personnel
[medical and religious personnel] [GC I Art. 28]

applicability to permanent medical and religious personnel [GC I Art. 24] and staff of National
Societies or other voluntary societies [GC I Art. 26], 2222, 2228

‘effects, personal belongings, valuables and instruments belonging to them’, right to take with
them, 2251–2255

as fundamental rule, 2222

retention [GC I Art. 28] as exception, 2151, 2157, 2164, 2224, 2228

purpose (to ensure continuity of services to those that need them), 2223

return to the Party to whom they belong [GC I Art. 30(1)], 2226, 2228–2242

‘shall continue to fulfil their duties’ [GC I Art. 30(2)], 2223, 2227

‘in accordance with their professional ethics’ [GC I Art. 30(2)]]], 2246–2247, 2250

limitation to medical or religious duties, 2249
Index

payment for, 2248
‘preferably’, 2240
‘preferably . . . in the care of the wounded and sick of the Party to the conflict to which they themselves belong’, 2250
‘under the orders of the adverse Party’, 2246–2247
voluntary acceptance of non-medical/religious duties, applicability of GC III labour provisions [GC III Arts. 49–57], 2249
special agreements, 2239, 2242
status and treatment pending return [GC I Art. 30(2)], 2243–2250
‘shall not be deemed prisoners of war’, 2245

return of medical and religious personnel, selection [GC I Art. 31], 2256–2279
applicability to personnel under GC I Arts. 24 and 26, 2257
GC I Art. 30 [return of medical and religious personnel], relationship with, 2261
preferred grounds (‘preferably according to the chronological order of their capture and their state of health’) [GC I Art. 31(1)], 2264–2268
prohibited grounds [GC I Art. 31(1)] (‘race, religion or political opinion’), 2260–2268
selection of personnel for return [GC I Art. 31(1)], 2260–2268, 2269–2279
special agreements [GC I Art. 31(2)], 2269

return of personnel belonging to neutral countries [GC I Art. 32], 2280–2319
absence of practice, 2281: see also societies of neutral countries, assistance to a Party to the conflict [GC I Art. 27], absence of practice post-WWII
applicability to
medical personnel of a recognized society of a neutral country [GC I Art. 27(1)], 2280
medical personnel who have fallen into the hands of the adversary on the territory of the Party they are assisting, 2293
personnel of permanent medical units and transports of neutral countries [AP I Art. 9(2)], 2282
private citizens of the same nationality as the Party to the conflict they are assisting, 2291
costs of return, responsibility for, 2300
‘effects, personal articles and valuables and the instruments, arms and if possible the means of transport belonging to them’ [GC I Art. 32(4)], 2310–2313: see also property of aid societies [GC I Art. 34]
historical background, differing approaches between 1906, 1929 and 1949 Conventions, 2283–2284
‘may not be detained’ [GC I Art. 32(1)], 2285–2291
permission to return [GC I Art. 32(2)], 2292–2302
1929 Convention compared, 2292
compelling medical needs of the prisoners of war, relevance, 2288, 2299
delay/qualification of the obligation, 2294–2299
obligation to implement GC I Art. 32, timing, 2287
right not to return, 2292
special agreements (‘[u]nless otherwise agreed’) [GC I Art. 32(2)], 2301–2302
temporary detention, possibility of, 2287
‘to their country, or if this is not possible . . .’, 2292
special agreements (‘[u]nless otherwise agreed’) [GC I Art. 32(2)], 959, 2290, 2300, 2301–2302, 2304
status and treatment pending release [GC I Art. 32(3)], 2304
treatment while in the power of the adversary [GC I Art. 32(5)], 2315–2319
work pending release [GC I Art. 32(3)], 2303–2309

safeguards of proper trial and defence [GC I Art. 49(4)]: see judicial guarantees [GC I Art. 49(4)]
[‘safeguards of proper trial and defence’]
search, collection and care of the wounded and sick (international armed conflicts) (GC I Art. 15), 1476–1526
application, limitation to international armed conflicts and members of the armed forces or persons entitled to prisoner-of-war status, 1477–1481
‘ensure adequate care’, 1500–1507
historical background (1864, 1906 and 1929 Conventions as basis), 1477, 1479
as obligation of conduct/due diligence, 751, 1485–1491, 1499, 1503–1507
‘protect the wounded and sick against pillage and ill-treatment’ (GC I Art. 15[1]), 152, 1492–1499
role of the civilian population (GC I Art. 18), 1719, 1725
‘search for and collect’ (GC I Art. 15[1]), 1483–1491
standard of medical care, 1482, 1502–1505
summary of GC I Art. 15, 1476
search, collection and care of the wounded and sick (non-international conflicts) (common Art. 3(2)), 750–760
customary international law, 750, 752
duration of obligation, 752
good faith obligation to search, collect and evacuate after every engagement, 752
historical background (1864, 1906 and 1929 Conventions as basis), 733–734
as obligation of conduct/due diligence, 751
risk to life, relevance, 753
as obligation of means, 753
‘particularly after an engagement’ [AP II Art. 8/GC I Art. 15], 752
Parties responsible for, 755–765
standards of care, 764
urgency of action/special agreements for pause in fighting to allow, 754
‘whenever circumstances permit’ [AP II Art. 8], 752
Security Council, activities of impartial humanitarian organizations distinguished, 784, 1126
Seville Agreement (1997) and Supplementary Measures (2005), 2093
sexual violence, prohibition (non-international armed conflict), 696–707: see also women, obligation to treat with ‘all due consideration’ (GC I Art. 12[4])
applicability to any person including men and boys, 700
as implied prohibition/corollary to common Art. 3(1) prohibitions, 696, 699
as inhuman treatment, 701
as outrage on personal dignity, 705–707
as violence to life and person, in particular mutilation, cruel treatment and torture (common Art. 3(1)(a)), 702–704
as mutilation, 704
rape as torture, 637, 703, 2966
‘sexual violence’
as coercive act of a sexual nature, 697
examples, 698
factors affecting capacity to give consent, 697
search and rescue activities, 754
as violence against any person regardless of sex, 700
as war crime [ICC Art. 8(2)(c)(vii)1–6], 707
treaties and similar international instruments relating to, 697, 698, 700, 701, 705, 707
wounded and sick protection obligations and, 741
si omnes clause: see also application of the Convention (common Art. 2, common Art. 3), Party to conflict not a Party to the Conventions (common Art. 2[3])
abolition (common Art. 2[3]), 195, 342–346, 3280
de facto approach, 347–350
definition, 195 n. 3
siege warfare
‘besieged or encircled area’, absence of IHL definition, 1524
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contemporary relevance of concept/prohibition of many traditional acts of, 1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naval or aerial blockade, comparison with, 1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>signature of the Conventions (GC I Art. 56)</strong>, 3136–3152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accession: see accession to the Conventions (GC I Art. 60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authorization to sign/validity of signature (VCLT Art. 7), 3151–3152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effects, 3147–3150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eligibility, 3136, 3141–3142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratification: see ratification (GC I Art. 57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signatories, 3143, 3145, 3146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signature of Final Act distinguished, 3139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time-limit for (12 February 1950), 3136, 3145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>societies of neutral countries, assistance to a Party to the conflict (GC I Art. 27)</strong>, 2102–2150: see also marking of medical units of neutral countries (GC I Art. 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absence of practice post-WWII, 2106, 2116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applicability to an impartial international humanitarian organization, 2105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘civilian medical units authorized in conformity with…GC I Art. 27’ [AP I Art. 12(2)c]], 2015, 2105, 2125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitation to international armed conflict, 2102, 2128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral or other State which is not a Party to that conflict, 2105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a recognized and authorized aid society of a neutral State, 2105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consent and authorization [GC I Art. 27(1)], 2119–2129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developments since 1949, 2116: see also National Societies and voluntary aid societies, protection of staff on the same footing as personnel named in GC I Art. 24 (GC I Art. 26), developments since 1949 [National Societies]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expansion of role in support of public authorities outside activities listed in GC I Arts. 26 and 27, 2117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental Principles and, 2103, 2146–2148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC I Art. 27 as variant of GC I Art. 26 [National Societies and other voluntary aid societies], 2102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hospital ships, applicability of GC II Art. 25, 2105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humanitarian nature of societies’ activity/exclusion of classification as ‘interference; in the conflict’ [GC I Art. 27(3)], 2143–2148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identification [GC I Art. 27(4)/GC I Art. 40], 2104, 2149–2150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identity card [GC I Art. 40(2) and (3)], 2072 n. 46, 2149–2150, 2601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obligation to issue identity card before leaving neutral country [GC I Art. 27], 2149–2150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water-resistant armband with distinctive emblem [GC I Art. 40(1)], 2149, 2587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘lend the assistance of its medical personnel and units’ (GC I Art. 27(1)], 2118, 2124–2129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘medical personnel’ classification as for purposes of GC I Art. 4 [neutral Powers’ ‘by analogy’ obligation], 921, 937, 2137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuing civilian status, 2126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘neutral countries’ as equivalent to ‘neutral powers’, 1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notification obligation [GC I Art. 27(2)], 2135–2142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-constitutive effect, 2061, 2072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notification by neutral country of consent to the adversary of the State accepting assistance, 2115, 2121, 2136, 2141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notification by Party accepting assistance of authorization to the adversary of the State accepting assistance, 2111, 2135, 2136, 2137, 2139, 2142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personnel falling into the hands of the enemy [GC I Art. 32], 2104, 2137: see also return of personnel belonging to neutral countries [GC I Art. 32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protected status of personnel, 2101, 2134, 2141, 2280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘recognized Society of a neutral country’ [GC I Art. 27(1)], 2118–2121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right of Party to the conflict to accept assistance, 2140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘under the control’ [GC I Art. 27(1)], 2130–2134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
special agreements: see special agreements (GC I Art. 6); special agreements (non-international armed conflict) (common Art. 3(3))

special agreements (GC I Art. 6), 950–986
  amendment/modification of Conventions/AP I distinguished, 950, 974–975
  binding force, 964, 1517
  duration (GC I Art. 6(2)), 955, 985–986
  form/formats, 852–853, 957–968
  agreements concluded by commanders in the field, 964, 1931
  bilateral or multilateral agreements, 963
  codes of conduct, 857
  duration, relevance, 963
  ‘local arrangements’ (GC I Art. 15(2) and (3)), 1518
  Model Agreements attached to the Conventions, 71, 2199: see also retained personnel (medical and religious personnel) (GC I Art. 28), Model Agreement (relief of medical and religious personnel); retained personnel (medical and religious personnel) (GC I Art. 28), Model Agreement (retention of medical and religious personnel)
  oral declarations of intent, 963
  parallel unilateral declarations, 852
  parallel/triangular agreements, 845, 852, 970
  unilateral declarations, 963
  [unilateral] declarations/agreements with international organizations on improving compliance, 856, 900
  writing, need for, 853
  writing, need for/unwritten agreements, 963

international instruments in addition to Conventions and Additional Protocols providing for, 962

interpretation of agreements between Occupying Power and local authorities (GC IV Art. 47), 967

negotiating teams, desirability of balance of gender and background, 966, 1931, 2168, 2273

non-derogability of Convention rights ‘no adverse effect on the situation of protected persons’ (GC I Art. 6(2)), 83, 854, 953, 955–956, 959, 960, 963–965, 969–971, 978–984

non-renunciation of rights (GC I Art. 7) and, 71, 83, 987

  good faith implementation, 953, 965

parties to, eligibility

  non-State entities, 969–971

  Parties to the conflict and High Contracting Parties, 968

Protecting Powers, substitutes’ duties (GC I Art. 10), 959–961, 17, 1187, 1247–1249

scope/classification as, examples

  any agreement affecting rights of protected persons under the Conventions/Additional Protocols, 957, 965
  ceasefire/armistice agreements, 957
  establishment of a conciliation procedure (GC I Art. 11(2)), 959
  establishment of an enquiry procedure (GC I Art. 52), 958
  establishment and recognition of hospital zones and localities (GC I Art. 23(2) and (3)), 958, 1280
  evacuation of the wounded and sick from a besieged area (GC I Art. 15(3)), 958, 1521–1526: see also evacuation of the wounded and sick, arrangements for the removal and exchange of the wounded and sick from besieged or encircled areas (GC I Art. 15(3))
  exchange or return of dead bodies, 956
  flights over neutral territory by medical aircraft (GC I Art. 37(1)), 2492, 2498, 2499–2504, 2517
  general repatriation and exchange of prisoners of war/detained civilians, 956, 1067
  graves registration services (GC I Art. 17(3)), 1708
  maintenance and marking of graves (GC I Art. 17(3)), 1698
  medical aircraft (GC I Art. 36), 2450–2456, 2463, 2466–2468
Index

medical and religious personnel to be retained (GC I Art. 31(2)), 958, 1940, 2230, 2259, 2722
procedures for handling the dead and their burial, 959
protection of medical aircraft (GC I Art. 36(1) and (3)), 958
recognition of hospital zone and localities, 1932–1933
removal, exchange and transport of the wounded left on the battlefield (GC I Art. 15(2)), 958, 1513–1520
repatriation of wounded and sick prisoners of war, 956, 1067, 1475
retention of medical and religious personnel (GC I Art. 31(2))
return of medical and religious personnel (GC I Art. 30), 2239, 2242
return of neutral personnel (GC I Art. 32(2)), 959, 2290, 2300, 2301–2302, 2304
third parties and \(\textit{pacta tertiis nec nocent nec prosunt} \) principle (VCLT Art. 34), 972–973
threat or use of force and the validity of special agreements (VCLT Art. 52), 976–977
special agreements (non-international armed conflict) (common Art. 3(3)), 841–860: \textit{see also}
special agreements (GC I Art. 6)
obligations of, 842, 853
compliance obligation, 858
compliance with common Art. 3, means of securing, 900
creation of zones for the care of the wounded and sick, 778, 853, 1885, 1892
disclaimer (Comprehensive Agreement on Human Rights in Guatemala (1994)), 850
object and purpose, 855
Parties’ obligation to ‘endeavour’ to conclude, 149, 516, 846, 848
agreements implementing human rights law/IHL, 851, 852
agreements not qualifying as, 855
agreements with humanitarian organizations, 852
peace agreements/agreements ‘terminating’ hostilities, 850
St John of Jerusalem, 2058, 2094
St John and Red Cross Defence Medical Welfare Service, 2094
State responsibility: \textit{see also} individual criminal responsibility (non-international armed conflict
(common Art. 3)); international organizations, obligations, reparation for loss or injury
created by grave breaches/war reparations, prohibition of peace treaties absolving from
obligation (GC I Art. 51); respect for the Convention (common Art. 1), obligation to
ensure
aid or assistance in the commission of an internationally wrongful act (ILC 16), 159
attribution of acts of organs of State (ILC 4), 135, 144
circumstances precluding wrongfulness (ILC 20–25), 190–191
coopération to bring to an end serious breach (ILC 41(1)), 178
enquiry follow-up (GC I Art. 52(3)), 3055
for acts of National Societies/voluntary aid societies (GC I Art. 26(2)), 2081–2082
for acts of non-State armed groups (ILC 8), 265–273, 889: \textit{see also} non-State armed groups, State
control over non-State armed group
for acts of persons or entities exercising elements of governmental authority (ILC 5), 135
for execution of the Convention (GC I Art. 45/ILC 4), 2707, 2712
dissemination obligation (GC I Art. 47), 2760
individual measures in case of breach of \textit{erga omnes} obligation, right to take (ILC 48(1)(b)), 178
obligation to make full reparation for injury caused by an internationally wrongful act (ILC 31
and 34–38), 3058
obligation to respect the Convention (GC I Art. 1) distinguished, 136, 144, 159–160, 190
Index

State responsibility (non-international armed conflict (common Art. 3), 889–892
for failure to take adequate measures of protection, 892
State responsibility for acts of non-State armed groups, 889
statehood, criteria, 231, 398, 3205: see also accession to the Conventions (GC I Art. 60, statehood
requirement

government distinguished, 232–235, 399
status of forces agreements [SOFAs], full respect for principles and rules of international
conventions, 141, 511
substitutes for Protecting Powers: see Protecting Powers, substitutes for [GC I Art. 10
superior orders defence
exclusion [ICTY, ICTR, ICC and SCSL Statutes and UNTAET Regulation No. 2000/15], 2845
as long-standing rule, 2856
as mitigating factor, 2856

technological developments, effect
cyber operations as trigger for armed conflict, 253–256
definition of medical aircraft/medical transports, 2373, 2426, 2440
dissemination of the Convention, 2770
identification of medical and religious personnel, 2602
marking of medical units and establishments, 2648
special agreements reflecting, 950
warning in case of loss of protection, 1850
termination of treaties (VCLT Art. 59), 3201
torture (common Art. 3(1)(a)/GC I Art. 50), 624–645, 2960–2976: see also mental element/mens
rea [GC I Art. 50] (grave breaches: general)
absolute obligation, 624
burden/standard of proof, 2969
custody international law, 624, 627, 642
definition/elements of, 625–645: see also mental element/mens rea
absence of GC/AP definition, 626, 1409, 2960
CAT Art. 1([1], 626, 1409, 2962
‘cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment which [does] not amount to torture’
(CAT Art. 16), 631
cruel treatment/outrays to personal dignity, overlap, 613–614, 671: see also cruel treatment
(common Art. 3([1])a)
pain threshold compared, 628, 629–632
purpose as sole distinguishing factor, 633, 2962
ECHR pain threshold, 632
ICTY definition ['for such purposes'], 627–628
inhuman treatment distinguished ['severe pain or suffering' vs. 'serious pain or suffering'],
1410, 2962, 2981: see also inhuman treatment as a grave breach [GC I Art. 50]
public/official status of perpetrator [CAT Art. 1([1)]), relevance, 626, 645, 2970
wilfully causing great suffering distinguished, 2962, 2973, 2998
mental element/mens rea, 2972–2976
‘for such purposes’ [CAT Art. 1/ICC 8(2)(a)(ii) and (c)(i)/ICTY], 627–628, 641, 2973–2975
intentional or deliberate infliction, 2937, 2976
as specific intent crime, 640–644, 2972–2975
public/official status of perpetrator [CAT Art. 1([1)]), relevance, 626, 645, 2970
rape as, 637, 703, 2966
relevant factors, 634–635, 2964
‘severe pain or suffering’ [material element], 629–637, 703
case-by-case approach, 2966
examples, 637–638, 2961–2971
mental pain/suffering, 639, 1411, 2967
omission, 2968
Index

pain or suffering arising from lawful sanctions distinguished, 2971
permanent injury, relevance, 2967
relevant factors
aggravating factors, 2966
nature and context, 634, 2964
victim, 634, 2964
‘severe pain or suffering’ vs. ‘serious pain or suffering’, 628, 629–632, 1410, 2962, 2981
specific purpose requirement, 631–633, 2962
torture as
crime against humanity [ICC Art. 7(2)(e)], 2971
grave breach [GC I Art. 50], 2960–2976
violence to life and person [common Art. 3], 624–645
war crime [ICTY Art. 3, ICTR Art. 4(10)–(g)/ICC Art. 8(2)(c) and SCSL Art. 3(a)–(g)], 881, 1412
translations of Conventions, implementing laws and regulations [GC I Art. 48], 199, 2708
object and purpose, 2785
obligation to communicate [‘shall communicate’], 2786, 2792–2800
time frames, 2787, 2788, 2789–2790, 2791
translations of the Conventions: see languages of the Geneva Conventions [GC I Art. 55],
translations of implementing laws and regulations, 2806–2808
travaux préparatoires: see preparatory work/drafting history, relevance for interpretation [VCLT Art. 32]
treaties, Parties to: see application of the Convention [common Art. 2, common Art. 3], Party to
conflict not a Party to the Conventions [common Art. 2(3)], High Contracting Parties
[VCLT Art. 2(1)(g)]
treaty succession
accession to the Geneva Conventions, 3156 n. 5, 3217–3226
automatic succession, 3218–3220
date of entry into force, 3225
declarations of succession [VCSST Art. 17(1)], 3221
accession as alternative to, 3224, 3225
notification to UN Secretariat, 3227, 3310–3311
reservations and declaration of predecessor State, effect on, 3223
statehood requirement [GC I Art. 60], 3222
tabula rasa [clean slate theory], 3218, 3219

United Nations (UN): see international organizations, obligations, multinational operations
[including UN peacekeeping operations]
universal jurisdiction, 2863–2867: see also jurisdiction in relation to grave offences [obligation
to search for and prosecute or extradite/aut dedere aut judicare] [GC I Art. 49(2)]

veterinarians, 1879–1881, 1959: see also medical units and personnel, conditions not causing loss
of protection [GC I Art. 22], presence of personnel and material of the veterinary
service [GC I Art. 22(4)]

violence to life and person, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(a)], 584–643
doubts about applicability as war crime, 884–885
fundamental/absolute nature of obligation, 584–588
prohibition of any adverse distinction [GC I Art. 12(2)], 1392–1396
protected values, 589–590
protection of persons no longer participating in hostilities [common Art. 3] as underlying
reason for, 585
torture: see torture [common Art. 3(1)(a)/GC I Art. 50]
‘violence’, 591–595
absence of definition, 591
corporal punishment, 595
cruel treatment, 612–623: see also cruel treatment [common Art. 3(1)(a)]
Index

violence to life and person, prohibition (common Art. 3(1)(a))(cont.)
  death penalty exception, 594: see also death penalty (common Art. 3)
  death/injury not causing death, 592
  murder, 596–600: see also murder, prohibition (common Art. 3(1)(a)) [non-international armed conflict]; murder/wilful killing
  mutilation, 601–611: see also mutilation, prohibition [common Art. 3(1)(a)/GC I Art. 15(1)]
  omission to act as, 593
  sexual violence, 702–704: see also sexual violence, prohibition [non-international armed conflict]
voluntary aid societies, 2094–2096: see also National Societies and voluntary aid societies, protection of staff on the same footing as personnel named in GC I Art. 24 [GC I Art. 26]

war crimes (serious violations of common Art. 3), 874, 876, 881–888
  war reparations, practice relating to, 3021
  ‘wilful killing’ (ICC Art. 8(2)(a)(ii)): see also murder, prohibition (common Art. 3(1)(a))
    (non-international armed conflict); murder/wilful killing
    as war crime, 594
    ‘wilful killing’ vs. ‘murder’, 598
    wilfully leaving the wounded and sick without medical assistance and care [GC I Art. 12(2)] as, 1419
wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health [GC I Art. 50], 2998–3004
  by civilians, 1757
    definition, 2998
  inhuman treatment, overlap, 2983
  material element [great physical or mental suffering], 2999–3002
    ‘great’ or ‘serious’, 3001
    physical or mental suffering, 3000
    serious injury to body or health, 3000
  mental element/mens rea, 3003–3004
  negligence, exclusion, 3004
  ‘reckless’/‘dol éventuel’/‘dolus eventualis’, 3003–3004
  standard of proof, 3004
  torture distinguished, 2962, 2973, 2998
  relevant factors, 2964
  as war crime, 885
wilfully leaving the wounded and sick without medical assistance and care [GC I Art. 12(2)], 1419
  ‘without adverse distinction’: see non-discrimination/‘without adverse distinction’ obligation
    (common Art. 3); wounded and sick in international armed conflicts, protection and care [GC I Art. 12], obligation to care for (GC I Art. 12(2)), ‘without adverse distinction’
women, obligation to treat with ‘all due consideration’ [GC I Art. 12(4)], 1426–1437
  changing nature of women’s role in armed conflict, 1426, 1437
  equality of treatment requirement, 1427–1428, 1436
  exacerbation of inequality, 1435
  gender as key factor, 553, 766, 966, 1293, 1373, 1427, 1931, 2168, 2273
  special needs, examples, 1432–1434
  study of factors affecting role patterns, need for, 1435
  ‘treat’, 1431
  ‘urgent medical reasons’ [GC I Art. 12(3)], specific relevance to women, 1429
  ‘without adverse distinction on grounds of sex’ [GC I Art. 12(2)]/as justified differential treatment, 1428
World Medical Association (WMA) (standards of care), 764, 1385, 1504
Index

wounded and sick: see wounded and sick, definition/classification as for the purposes of common Art. 3 and GC I Art. 12; wounded and sick in international armed conflicts, protection and care [GC I Art. 12]; wounded and sick in non-international armed conflicts [common Art. 3(2)]

wounded and sick, definition/classification as for the purposes of common Art. 3 and GC I Art. 12, 737–749, 1341–1351

Note: The Commentary on the classification of a person as wounded or sick for the purposes of common Art. 3 (non-international armed conflict) and GC I Art. 12 and GC I Art. 13 [international armed conflict] covers largely the same ground. To avoid unnecessary duplication, it is indexed under a single heading.

abandonment of the wounded and sick to the enemy [GC I Art. 12(5)], 1438–1442: see also abandonment of the wounded and sick to the enemy, obligation to leave personnel and material to assist in their care [GC I Art. 12(5)]

criteria (need of medical assistance/refrain from acts of hostility)

cumulative nature, 737, 739

IHL/ordinary meaning distinguished, 739, 1341

legal/medical meaning distinguished, 740, 1341

omission from AP II, reasons for, 738

‘whether military or civilian’, 2442

CRPD (2006), applicability, 741 n. 690, 1344 n. 32

‘need of medical assistance or care’, 737, 741–743, 1342–1344, 1350

person suffering from a wound or sickness (ordinary meaning), 737, 1342

‘refrain from any act of hostility’, 744–749, 1341, 1345–1349

‘wounded’ and ‘sick’, identity for legal purposes, 1341

wounded and sick in international armed conflicts, protection and care [GC I Art. 12], 1321–1442

addresses, 1334–1335

belligerent reprisals against, prohibition (GC I Art. 46/customary international law), 1326

as customary international humanitarian law, 1325, 1330

extension of protection to protected persons at sea [GC II Art. 12] and civilians [GC IV Art. 16], 1323

female members of the armed forces, special protection for [GC I Art. 12(4)], 1340

as foundational article, 1323, 1333

humane treatment and care [GC I Art. 12(2)], 1369–1396: see also humane treatment [common Art. 3/GC I Art. 12(2)/GC I Art. 50]

‘in all circumstances’ [GC I Art. 12(1)], 1367–1368

object and purpose as protection of wounded and sick in light of their specific vulnerability,

564, 741, 1342, 1358, 1362, 1429, 1493

obligation to care for [GC I Art. 12(2)], 1380–1396

obligation to have medical services, 1389–1391

standards of care, 1380–1386

‘without adverse distinction’, 1383, 1388, 1392–1396, 1920

obligation to protect [GC I Art. 12(1)], 1360–1366

obligation to respect [GC I Art. 12(1)], 1353–1359

persons covered

dead persons [GC I Art. 15(1)/GC I Art. 17], 1351, 1508–1511, 1632–1717: see also dead persons, obligations towards [general]

female members of the armed forces [GC I Art. 12(4)], 1340

persons hors de combat [1351

prisoners of war [GC I Art. 14], 1351, 1445

requirements [cumulative], 1136, 1338–1339, 1341, 1351

protection of wounded and sick as fundamental imperative, 1321

specifically prohibited forms of conduct [GC I Art. 12(2)], 1397–1420
Index

wounded and sick in international armed conflicts, protection and care (GC I Art. 12) (cont.)
violation
as grave breach (GC I Art. 50), 1326
as war crime, 1326
women, treatment of (GC I Art. 12(4)), 1426–1437: see also women, obligation to treat with ‘all due consideration’ (GC I Art. 12(4))

wounded and sick in non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3(2)), 729–778
collection and care of: see search, collection and care of the wounded and sick (non-international conflicts) (common Art. 3(2))
compliance obligation of State and non-State parties ‘each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply’ (common Art. 3(1)), 735
customary international law, 732
implicit obligations, 768–778: see also medical units and personnel, respect and protection in non-international armed conflicts (common Art. 3(2))
customary international law, 768
obligation to care for, 761–778
ancillary measures, importance, 767
applicability to State and non-State Parties, 761
medical ethics and, 765–766
zones for wounded and sick, special agreements for (common Art. 3(3)), 778, 853, 1885
obligation to permit rapid evacuation: see evacuation of the wounded and sick, obligation to permit rapid evacuation and transport to medical facilities (non-international armed conflict)
obligations towards the dead, 760: see also dead persons, obligations towards (general) public health considerations, 730
respect and protection of medical personnel, facilities and transports (AP II Arts. 7–12), 731, 732
respect and protection of wounded and sick as humane obligation under common Art. 3(1), 731, 749
standards of care, 762
wounded and sick covered by common Art. 3(2), 736

wounded and sick who fall into enemy hands (GC I Art. 14), 1463–1475: see also protected persons (GC I Art. 13) (international armed conflict)
dual applicability of GC I and GC III, 944, 1466–1468
‘fallen into the power of the enemy’, 1471
‘fallen into the power of the enemy’ (1929 Convention on the Wounded and Sick) vs. ‘capture’ (1929 Prisoners of War Convention), 1471, 1577
GC I Art. 13, relationship with, 1473
historical background (1906 and 1929 Geneva Conventions), 1464–1465
interplay between GC I and GC III, 1469
‘member of the armed forces’, 1465
obligation to provide appropriate treatment (GC I Art. 12), 1467
prisoner-of-war status as immediate consequence, 1463
‘provisions of international law shall apply to them’, 1474–1475
special agreements and, 1475
‘s[subject to the provisions of Article 12’, 1469
women, applicability to, 1436